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Abstract
This research project was carried out by five students from La Salle University, during their
practicum at La Salle Language Center. During this process, researchers identified a common
problem among students in terms of the speaking skill, and then stated Contextualized Simulation
Activities as a proposal of implementation to overcome this problem. This process was developed
through the Action Research method, considering its phases, which were carried out in the last
stage of the researchers’ intervention in this project. This last stage of intervention was registered
in diaries in order to determine the effects of contextualized simulation activities in the
improvement of students’ speaking skill at La Salle Language Center, by observing directly
students’ behavior and their performance and participation along these activities. Finally, it was
concluded that simulation activities are a pertinent teaching proposal to improve the students’
speaking skill, due to its connection with the students’ interests and needs to use the foreign
language naturally in a real context.
Keywords: Contextualized Simulation Activities, Speaking skill, Task- Based Approach, Students’
behavior, Communicative purpose.

Resumen
Este proyecto de investigación se llevó a cabo por cinco estudiantes de la Universidad de la Salle,
durante su proceso de práctica en el Centro de Lenguas de la Universidad de la Salle. Durante
este proceso, se identificó una problemática común en los estudiantes en cuanto a la habilidad del
habla, para luego plantear las actividades de simulación contextualizadas como una propuesta de
implementación para superar esta problemática. Este proceso se desarrolló bajo la metodología de
Investigación Acción, considerando las fases que este método propone, las cuales fueron llevadas
a cabo en este proyecto durante la última etapa de la intervención de los investigadores. Esta
última etapa de intervención fue registrada en diarios de campo con el fin de determinar los
efectos que las actividades de simulación contextualizadas tienen en el desarrollo de la habilidad
del habla en los estudiantes del Centro de Lenguas de la Universidad de la Salle, observando
directamente el comportamiento de los estudiantes y su desenvolvimiento y participación durante
estas actividades. Finalmente, se pudo concluir que las actividades de simulación son una
propuesta de enseñanza pertinente para mejorar la habilidad del habla en los estudiantes, debido a
su conexión con los intereses de los estudiantes y su necesidad de hacer uso de la lengua
extranjera de manera natural en un contexto real.
Palabras claves: Actividades De Simulación Contextualizadas, Habilidad del Habla, Aprendizaje por
tareas, Comportamiento de los estudiantes, Propósito comunicativo.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1. Introduction
This project was concerned with the Speaking Skill weaknesses in students at La Salle
Languages Center. The research was developed during the last three semesters of the researchers’
major (practicum). Initially, the problem was identified through observations registered in
journals with their respective categorization made in the first semester of the practicum. Thus, an
implementation of an alternative speaking activity was explored for the improvement of this skill
during the following semesters. The project’s main goal was to determine how Contextualized
Simulation Activities improve the speaking skill in students from first to fifth level, considering
the Task Based Approach (TBA) implemented at La Salle Language Center (CLUS).
To achieve this goal, this project was carried out based on the qualitative approach, using
the Action Research Method with instruments for gathering data such as: Journals and
Questionnaires; by means of these instruments, researchers recognized the students’ context,
interests, needs, and weaknesses, with the objective of designing and applying contextualized
simulation activities in English classes. Then, for analyzing data, the researchers implemented
Diaries as an instrument to gather and validate findings after the investigators’ intervention, in
terms of the Contextualized Simulation Activities adapted for each session and their impact in the
improvement of the students’ speaking skill.
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Problem Description – Research Question
Nowadays, learning a foreign language like English is seen as a requirement for the
development of a human being in society, and also for achieving goals and success in
professional training, employment and in their performance in a globalized world. Increasingly,
globalization grows, and demands more specific knowledge and skills in contribution to the
advancement of education, and hence the global economy, English is a fundamental part of this
development.
This is why, rather than a requirement, learning English has become a necessity for fitting
into a competitive society. Addressing the current needs of the world; La Salle Languages Center
(CLUS) offers an English course divided into 7 levels, based on the Task- Based Approach
(TBA). The students, who belong to La Salle University, take this course as a requirement to
graduate; nevertheless, it is also opened to the general public from age 15 and up. In addition,
CLUS gives the chance to practitioners of the Bachelor’s degree in English, French, and Spanish
from La Salle University to do their practicum in this institution, which was divided into 3 stages;
Observations, Tutorial sessions, and Student Teacher Practicum, one per semester. These stages
had the objective of giving the practitioners the opportunity and skills to completely handle a
specific course during the last phase.
In Observations, the practitioners observed several English classes of four hours per week,
with the purpose of reflecting on the teachers’ methodologies, material, classroom management,
and also, the students’ behavior. In Tutorial sessions, the researchers worked as tutors with the
purpose of reinforcing the students’ learning process as a complement to English classes. These
classes were not mandatory, and so, few students attended these sessions. This is why; this stage
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for the practitioners was not as productive as expected, not only in their formative process as
teachers, but also in their research project. In Student Teacher Practicum, each researcher was in
charge of two English courses of four hours per week. However, the practitioners were never
completely in charge of them and could only work with the students for two hours per week, i.e.,
one hour per level. Moreover, the researchers’ intervention was a reinforcement of the topics
worked in each level and a possibility to implement what this project proposed.
Throughout the three stages mentioned above, the researchers kept working on the research
project without losing the focus on finding a relevant problem to work with and thus, it made a
positive contribution at CLUS.
Therefore, in the first stage of the English practicum at La Salle Languages Center called
Observation, the researchers registered in journals all the English classes’ development with the
purpose of identifying one problematic to work with, supported by the following facts:
As a first insight, that many learners at La Salle Languages Center were undergraduate
students from La Salle University who needed to take English courses as a requirement to
graduate. It was a mandatory course; consequently most of them did not participate actively in
any activity proposed in the classes.
Secondly, at the time of speaking, most of the students had glitches when they tried to
communicate in a natural way in the foreign language due to a few different factors. One of these
was that they had to think first about the structure they were going to use, and then to elaborate
those structures in their minds, finally trying to reproduce them orally. Another factor was
students’ lack of vocabulary and self-confidence. Some of them were very confident at the
moment of speaking, but did not have enough vocabulary to express their ideas; others knew the
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vocabulary, but were not confident about speaking in front of people. As a result, they could not
speak fluently and naturally in the language they were learning, though they wanted to say and
express many things. In some cases, even if teachers encouraged the students, they avoided
speaking, although they knew the answer.
Thirdly, La Salle Languages Center (CLUS) works with the Task-Based Approach (TBA),
which is focused on giving tasks that allow students to reach an outcome produced orally or
written. However, it was perceived that the speaking skill was not practiced enough in English
classes, in spite of having a specific space to practice, such as “English Clubs”. Thus, the
speaking skill was the students’ biggest weakness.
The above factors blocked the students’ process of learning English as a foreign language,
since the speaking skill is essential in order to interact and communicate using the target language
in a real context. All things considered, the researchers were concerned about the improvement of
the students’ speaking abilities and as a result, the following research question was stated: How
might Contextualized Simulation Activities contribute to the improvement of the speaking
skill in students from first to fifth level, considering the Task Based Approach implemented
at La Salle Languages Center?
1.2.Justification
Considering the main problem above, it was important for the researchers to work with this
object of study essentially for a number of reasons:
First of all, the researchers realized that the students’ biggest weakness was the development
of the speaking skill.
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Secondly, it was understood that speaking is usually the biggest goal for students to achieve
when they are learning a foreign language, in this case, English. Because of the obligation to
communicate with others in a real context using the target language, oral production is both, the
students’ biggest interest and their major weakness in terms of the use of the foreign language.
Learners need to feel that the language is useful as long as they can interact and express their
ideas, and connect the language with their personal interests. In this way, they can consider that
the language is beneficial and meaningful for them.
Thirdly, according to Bygate (2004), the common view of teaching English is to teach
grammar, listening and some vocabulary, and write simple and correct formations; assuming that
the student will be ready to speak. However this is almost never the case. So, researchers consider
that English teaching should be adopted as an integral process which equally develops the four
language skills (Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking). Although this may be true, the trend
in the teaching of a foreign language has been determined by traditional approaches which place
a higher value on teaching grammar structures, meaning that the productive skills become the less
worked and developed in the classroom, as it was observed in English classes at La Salle
Language Center (registered in researchers’ journals). In contrast, the most recent approaches are
focused on the communicative style, which is in favor of the use of the language through oral and
written production. Thus, it is proper to consider the speaking and the writing abilities as relevant
skills to be developed in the classroom. However, this project regarded only to the development
of the speaking skill in English classes.
At this stage, the researchers considered contextualized simulation activities as tools for
students to achieve a fluent and natural speech which is the objective of this project. Furthermore,
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the idea is to point out the fact that the oral production should not be limited to memorization and
reproduction as happens in activities such as Role Plays. It is considered important to focus the
attention on the development of activities which connect the language with real situations and
more importantly, with the possibility of developing the foreign language speaker’s critical
thinking and improving their performance using the language, something that can be achieved by
applying Contextualized Simulation Activities.
Finally, this research is pertinent for the improvement of the speaking skill and the
professional and personal growth for both, teacher and student and its contributions. For instance,
the former is able to take advantage of English to go beyond on just teaching grammar or isolated
vocabulary, and the latter is able to link the language knowledge with their sociolinguistic
context and, consequently building up critical thinking.

1.3. Objectives
1.3.1.

General objective:

To determine how Contextualized Simulation Activities might contribute to the
improvement of the speaking skill in students from first to fifth level, considering the Task Based
Approach implemented at La Salle Language Center.
1.3.2. Specific objectives:
-

To characterize the material used in the Contextualized Simulation Activities for

enhancing students’ speaking skill at CLUS.
-

To explore and contrast students’ performance while participating in the different

Contextualized Simulation Activities proposed in English classes at CLUS.
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-

To recognize students’ use of the foreign language during their speaking

performance through Contextualized Simulation Activities in English classes at CLUS.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1. Background
For this research, it was important to take into account some previous studies that were
related to the main topic, the improvement of the speaking skill through contextualized
simulation activities. Some of them were carried out abroad at the University of Almuslim
Matangglumpang Dua, Bireuen - Indonesia, at the University of Toledo, Ohio - USA, at the
University of Pardubice - Czech Republic, at the Bilkent University, Ankara – Turkey, and at the
Hanoi University in Vietnam.
2.1.1. Project developed in Indonesia
At the University of Almuslim Matangglumpang Dua, Bireuen, in 2009, Luhuriah Jannah
worked on a thesis proposal to obtain the degree of Sarjana Pendidikan, about “Improving
student’s speaking ability through simulations technique”. The purpose was to help both the
teachers and students, to find a proper way to teach speaking which could improve students’
speaking ability in the first year at the SMP N 5 Bireuen. After identifying the problem through
observations, that students were speechless and they took a lot of time thinking what they wanted
to express, the researcher implemented Action Research methodologies to increase the students’
participation in class through simulation activities which were creative, real and contextualized.
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This thesis was pertinent to the current project because during the observations done in 2011
at the Language Center, researchers were able to observe that students did not have enough tools
for participating in class, due to the fact that they did not know how to express their opinions or
ideas. Therefore, researchers wanted to help students to improve their Speaking skill through
simulations similar to what Luhuriah Jannah proposed.
2.1.2. Project developed in USA
At The University of Toledo, in May 2006, Yeonhwan Lyu worked on a thesis submitted as
partial fulfillment of the requirements for The Master of Arts in English, about “Simulations and
Second/Foreign Language Learning: Improving communication skills through
simulations”. Based on the fact that Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) is the recent
style of second/foreign language learning, but is still focused on only teaching “language”. This
research re-examined this general notion in order to achieve its real purpose of teaching.
Following this statement, this research used simulations in classrooms with the objective of
offering effective and efficient learning and providing natural environments which can help the
learners of English as a Foreign Language to improve their communicative ability, encouraging
real communication in EFL classrooms of all levels, and not just learning the “language”.
The previous thesis had relation with the inquiry of this project because, in both, the main
problem was how to improve the communication or the speaking skill of learners of English as a
Foreign Language. In both projects, simulations were proposed as a tool for improving this skill.
Along these lines, the Lyu’s thesis established some simulations models and directed their use
according to the learners’ level. These results could help to develop this proposal taking into
account the population at La Salle Language Center and in this way, improve their speaking skill.
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2.1.3. Project developed in Pardubice (Czech Republic)
At the University of Pardubice’s Faculty of arts and philosophy, in the department of
English and American studies, in 2009, Erik Vilímec developed a thesis proposal focused on the
developing of speaking skills, named “developing speaking skills” with the purpose of
researching teachers’ influence on the ESL students’ process of learning a foreign language,
mainly in improvement of their speaking ability improving, without the use of classical methods.
This thesis mainly laid out on the principle that the way teachers handle activities and connect
them with the individual steps their previous organization, influenced the productivity and
effectiveness of the projects and obviously and deeply, the development and improvement of
speaking skills. Relevant to this, the thesis also covered theoretical aspects concerning speaking
connected with organizational forms, suggestions about the stages that should be taken into
consideration when organizing activities focused on the development of speaking skills, and also
the practical part of the research in English lessons at Czech elementary schools.
This thesis proposal was relevant because it was connected with the main objective of this
project in that both are focused on the improvement of speaking skills. It also took into account
the students’ needs in terms of design and development of effective and meaningful activities to
develop in class, which foster the students’ communication, improving speaking skills in learners
of a foreign language.

2.1.4. Project developed in Turkey
At the Bilkent University was developed some research in 2005, under the title “The
effectiveness of task-based instructions in the improvement of learners’ speaking skills”.
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This research worked on the efficacy of using a Task-Based Approach (TBA) in order to develop
the students’ speaking skill. Through questionnaires, interviews and oral tests, the study showed
positive students’ perceptions of working with Task-based instructions. Also, this research was
useful for teachers since they adapted their classroom activities in line with the task-based
approach, which gave significant results in the students’ performance.
It was pertinent to consider the previous research because it worked as a strong foundation
which supported the thesis set out in this research project. In addition, it provided a perspective
on the positive results this thesis found, since both research inquiries focused on the improvement
of the students’ speaking skills through a Task-based approach (TBA).
2.1.5. Project developed in Vietnam
On 4th May 2010, Khuc Kim Lan, a student at Hanoi University of languages and
international studies worked on a thesis for the Faculty of English language teacher education.
The research was about “The use of simulation to develop speaking skills for 3rd - year fast
track students at Faculty of English language teacher education, Ulis, Vnuas, as perceived
by teachers and students,” which had as a main objective the bearings of speaking proficiency
and all the advantages that students can gain and develop when simulation is the technique used
in speaking English class. To collect the information, questionnaires and interviews were used in
order to provide more detail and enhance the quality of the findings. The results shown in the
research supported the theory and became a positive aspect of the studies made towards
simulation.
After identifying the research problem, the thesis mentioned above provided several
pedagogical suggestions and described some difficulties during the research. Consequently, it
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could help the development and process of implementing simulation activities in this project, as a
strategy and technique for the improvement of the speaking skill of English as a foreign language
at the La Salle Language Centre. This project was directly related to the previous project
discussed because the information given by Khuc Kim Lan allowed that simulation activities did
not only make the students active, but also creative and critical. Moreover, it shed light on both
teachers’ and students’ perceptions, allowing analysis of the advantages and difficulties when
these activities are used.

2.2. Theoretical Framework
For the development of this project, it was necessary to go deeper into three main concepts,
with the objective of gathering the main theory that supported the entire research process. The
concepts were intertwined because they enriched the teaching practicum and were essential for
getting a successful students’ learning process. These concepts were: Task-based approach,
speaking skill, and simulation activities.
2.2.1. Task-Based Approach
It was pertinent to begin addressing the meaning of a “task” in order to understand correctly
the real sense of The Task-Based Approach. There were a number of definitions of a task taken
from many authors who were interested in contributing significant findings of their pedagogical
research, among whom were Long (1985), Lee (2000), Nunan (1989), cited by Ellis (2003), and
finally Harmer (2007). All of them, in each definition, tried to offer different perspectives which
gave the opportunity of working with a wide view of a “task” in a pedagogical language setting.
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From a general perspective, Long (1985) was concerned with the meaning of task, but in
terms of a target task. In his terms, a target task is “a piece of work undertaken for oneself or for
others freely or for some reward.” This was a good beginning for addressing the term because the
author stated a general description of what a task is. On the other hand, from a pedagogical
concept, Lee (2000) said that a task is “a classroom activity or exercise that has: (a) an objective
obtainable only by the interaction among participants, (b) a mechanisms for structuring and
sequencing interaction, and (c) a focus of meaning exchange.” Complementing this pedagogical
perspective, Nunan (1989) addressed a task as a communicative purpose. In this sense, a
communicative task is “a piece of classroom work which involves learners in comprehending,
manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language while their attention is principally
focused on meaning rather than form” (Ellis, 2003, p. 4).
This research project was identified with the perspectives mentioned above because they
were focused on communicative functions. This implied a methodological change in terms of
what teachers developed in classroom; from traditional classwork to task activities that privilege
the oral production instead of just proving merely knowledge, including interaction and
cooperative work. Specifically at CLUS, these communicative tasks were essential in order to
support the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT), implemented in this institution whose
main goal was to give students the proper speaking tools. These tasks allowed students to manage
and deal with real situations, as they immersed them into simulated situations in order to speak
and share information with confidence in the target language. Moreover, this student immersion
was essential for involving them into structured social environment tasks, with the intention of
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making them to use their knowledge in order to develop a meaningful learning process with the
target language.
After reviewing the previous definitions it was easy to address and understand the complete
sense of The Task-Based Approach (TBA).
“Task –Based Approach (TBA) is a natural extension of Communicative Language
Teaching (CLT). In TBA, the emphasis is on the task rather than the language.” (Harmer, 2007,
p. 51) Along these lines, it was proper to say that through a real-life task, students could develop
a performance which allowed them to use the target language but in a contextualized way.
Therefore, the student’s English learning process was not guided by the language, but by leading
the task itself in the course of communicative activities.
According to Harmer (2007), this approach was developed in three stages or phases: Pretask, Task cycle, and Language focus phase. The first one was called pre-task, because it was an
introduction for the students to identify the topic and what the task was going to be. Following
this, the task cycle began when students started both thinking and planning the task. Moreover,
they had to look for the proper information and language which allowed them to create either
writing or oral performance task for the learners. The last stage was called Language focus phase,
in which students had the opportunity to incorporate the target language they needed for the
development of the task. They enriched their learning skills by means of a process of recognizing,
using and practicing the language stated, in this case English.
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Figure 2.1 Task-Based Approach stages taken from:
Leoxicon.blogspot.com (2012).

The previous cycle gave the researchers the guideline to carry out the activities proposed for
the students at CLUS during the research practicum time. This guideline can be found in the
lesson plans registered by the practitioners. (See appendix 1)
Regarding everything mentioned above, it could be concluded with a Nunan’s (2004)
statement which stated: “these days it is generally accepted that language is more than a set of
grammatical rules, with attendance set of vocabulary, to be memorized. It is a dynamic resource
for creating meaning.” (p.16)

2.2.2. Speaking skill
Over the last ten years, people around the world have been immersed in an information and
communication driven society, in which both learning and oral production of a foreign language
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have become a priority and a necessity in all professional fields. This is why this project was
focused on the improvement of the Speaking Skill, which became the foreign important concept
to develop in this project. Researchers just worked based on the Speaking skill because as it was
exposed in the problem description the objective of this project was to find out a tool in which
students at CLUS were able to express their ideas in a natural way in any situation that requires
the use of the foreign language without feeling afraid of performing, or making mistakes.
Therefore, the goal was to encourage students to speak without considering the components of
the speaking skill, which are called “microskills” such as: fluency, pronunciation, spelling, etc.
The English Club.com (2013) refers to the four language skills that people need in order to
complete the communicative process: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Listening and
reading are called receptive s kills, and speaking and writing, productive skills. Regarding this, in
the receptive skills, students receive and process information, while in the productive skills
students are able to produce something by using the language.
The four language skills in a cognitive perspective do not happen at the same time, on the
contrary, the receptive skills precede the productive ones; for example, it is possible for the
listening skill to precede speaking, and the reading skill to precede writing. These relations could
be in two ways; in accordance with the direction of communication (in or out) or the method of
communication (spoken or written).
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Figure 2.2 Receptive and productive skills taken from:
Source: Englishclub.com (2013)
In daily life, people have increased their necessity to communicate not only by writing but
also orally, fostering the oral production. This is why this project emphasized the development of
the speaking skill to verify not only the knowledge of the foreign language but its use in a
contextualized way. It was extremely important to take into account that knowing a foreign
language did not necessarily mean that students had properly developed the speaking skill.
Mories (1966) defined the speaking skill as a “process of transferring knowledge for
expressing ideas, thoughts, desires, and willingness into good pattern and ordinary speech used
for talking or recognizing another person in social environments.” (p. 454)
In the first stage of their practicum at La Salle Languages Center, researchers observed that
the students’ biggest weaknesses were in the development of the speaking skill, due to the fact
that students did not participate actively, not developing the activities in a proper way, and
feeling insecure using the target language. In some cases, students spoke English by memory
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mechanically. In the words of Richards (1990), typical learners’ problems in speaking are:
“speaking slowly, taking too long to compose utterances, being incapable to participate actively
in conversations, spoken English does not sound natural, poor grammar and, finally poor
pronunciation.” (p.122)
In order to overcome these difficulties and achieve successful development of the Speaking
skill, Harmer (2007) explained that speaking is an ability which involves the capacity to pull
lexical chunks (collections of words that occur together) together in little time without the
possibility of planning, research, and verification of what to say when oral production is carried
out. Therefore, the process should be as natural as possible and it should include the interaction
and cooperation between the speakers, in a spontaneous way and regarding real time, real people
and real situations.
However, at La Salle Language Center, students did not produce speech naturally because
most of the situations presented in the classroom were directly taken from the textbook and
therefore unfamiliar or unnatural to students. Consequently, they could not create their own
scenarios, in which they could feel secure and spontaneous.
Because of this, it was necessary to consider four relevant aspects in order to determine the
parameters in which activities had to be delimited for improving the Speaking Skill in students at
CLUS. These aspects were: Speaking performance, Knowledge area, Output types, and Principles
to develop the Speaking skill.
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Speaking performance.
Brown (2007) said that there are five types of classroom speaking performance: imitative,
intensive, responsive, extensive, and transactional. However, this project was based on one type
which is going to be explained below because it is the only one which carries out oral production.
Additionally, this type was the only one that allowed students to speak in a natural and real way.
This was the interpersonal type:
Interpersonal. This allows students to maintain a conversation with social purposes instead
of transmitting information or facts. It involves many factors, for instance, colloquial language,
emotionally charged language, slang and sarcasm.
Knowledge area.
The National Capital Language Resource Center (NCLR.org) (2003) suggests that “when
teachers are developing activities, lessons or tasks around speaking, they should be aware of the 3
areas of knowledge that speaking encompasses. Each area should receive attention, though not
necessarily all at once. It is advisable to inform the students of these areas, so they are aware of
the purpose of the activities.” (Par. 1) These areas are:
 The mechanics, which involve the different language pieces, including pronunciation,
vocabulary, grammar and word order.
 The function, which “describes the uses of speaking whether for transaction or interaction,
and when precise understanding is or is not required” (2003, par. 3).
 The Social/Cultural rules and norms, which involves the language’s context.
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This project was focused on the function area because the main objective was to improve the
interactional speaking performance in the classroom as explained in the Speaking performance
paragraph. The first area was not necessarily applicable to this project because it was implicitly in
the lessons proposed by the textbooks implemented at CLUS. The third one could be practiced by
the students in an autonomous way if they wanted to know the cultural and social value of the
language. However, it was not promoted by the methodology implemented at CLUS.
Output types.
The NCLRC (2003) also said that “when teachers create activities that focus on student
speaking, they can produce them relative to different types of output and their respective
purposes.” (Par. 1) There are two types of output: The Structured and the Communicative.
The first one is “focused on using a correct form, usually something specific that has been
worked on class. The purpose is to develop comfort with certain forms/structures.” (NCLRC,
2003, par. 8) The second one is “focused less on form and more on the completion of a task that
includes using specific language. The purpose is for the students to get their meaning across
accurately.” (NCLRC, 2003, par. 10)
Throughout the practicum at CLUS, teacher – researchers had to plan all their activities
based on the topics proposed by each lesson curriculum. Thus, the structured output was
referenced implicitly. However, the main purpose of each task was to achieve the communicative
output, which had been the students’ biggest weakness since the beginning of the research
process. In accordance with, the researchers developed the speaking activities based on the
communicative output, because:
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“The Communicative output activities allow students to practice using all of the language
they know in situations that resemble real settings”. “In these activities, students must work
together to develop a plan, resolve a problem, or complete a task.” (NCLRC, 2003, par. 10)
Principles to develop the speaking skill.
Considering the importance of the speaking skill in the English learning process, Ward and
Renandya (1999) said that “speaking is one of the central elements of communication. In EFL
(English Foreign language) teaching, it is a skill that needs special attention and instruction. In
order to provide effective attention, it is necessary for a teacher of EFL to carefully examine the
factors, conditions, and components that underline speaking effectiveness. Effective instruction
derived from the careful analysis of this area, together with sufficient language input and speechpromotion activities will gradually help learners to improve their English speaking ability.”
(p.230)
Similarly, David Nunan (1999) suggested that:
In speaking classroom, teachers should give to the students the maximum possible
opportunities to practice the target language in meaningful contexts and situations.
Thus, the opportunities to use the language appear to facilitate the acquisition for all
learners when they take part in tasks that require the creative and relatively
unpredictable uses of language, learners are bound to make mistakes.” (p.241)
According to these two last authors, teacher -researchers took into account these principles
to give an account of the integral development of the speaking skill in the classes at CLUS.
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Moreover, these principles gave a guideline to create contextualized activities to improve the
Speaking skill based on the students’ needs and interests.

2.2.3. Simulation activities
Teaching and learning the speaking skill requires an appropriate methodology in which the
activities should be designed, developed, and implemented according to the characteristics of this
skill. Accordingly to Harmer (2007), speaking activities should involve drama elements which
allow the students to use their imagination providing them a springboard for real-life language
use. Drama activities are any activity which involve the students and ask them to act themselves
in an imaginary situation. Any drama activity uses the phrase “let’s pretend”, and it provides the
students to express themselves with gestures and verbal expressions using imagination and
memory. However, in the English language process, the students will not be actors, just learners
(Holden, 1981). Since long time ago, for teaching a foreign language, many teachers have gone
deeper into the emphasis on meaningful communicative activities, with the objective of breaking
down the mechanic paradigm of teaching. That is why, some authors have established in first
place some values of using drama activities in education, and in second place some purposes
focused on the Teaching of English as a Foreign Language, in order to help the educators to be
conscious about the importance of this aspect when they are educating or teaching.
Fernandez and Coil (1986) stated that drama encourages students to wake up their
imagination and in this way; the learning process is more realistic and meaningful. Besides,
drama activities help to contextualize the language in real or imagined situations in and out the
classroom, thus, students can reinforce, extend, and retain the language in those situations. Also,
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students can be involved actively according to their whole personality, and that could help them
to be motivated (Stevick 1980). Additionally, with drama activities, it is given more importance
to the meaning than the structure of the language. This can help the students to move towards the
language form and prepare them for real-life situations (Maley and Duff, 1978). Consequently,
these purposes allow students to improve their speaking skill and achieve a communicative
competence.
Along these lines, there are different kinds of activities which belong to the drama activities,
but the common used are: Role plays and simulations (figure 2.3).

DRAMA ACTIVITIES
ROLE PLAYS
SIMULATIONS

Figure 2.3 Drama activities.

Both are applied to be together in the classroom, but they are totally different. According to
Tompkins (1998) there are some differences and similarities between these activities and the
Chart 2.1 show some of them:
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Chart 2.1
Role-plays and simulation activities
ROLE – PLAYS

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES

They are simple

They are complex

They are brief

They are lengthy

They are flexible

They are relatively inflexible
They are focused on real life situations and real

Students just perform a character
world scenarios
Both promote interpersonal relations and social transactions
Kaplan (1997) says that “they are focused

Jones (1982) said that “the participants must

solely on prescriptive themes emphasizing specific

accept duties and responsibilities of their roles”

fields of vocabulary.”

(p.113)

They do not capture the spontaneous, real life
flow of conversation.

They help students to develop their critical
thinking and problem solving skills

Students are active
Students control their own learning process

Along these lines, for this project, it was considered simulation activities one of the best
ways that approaches the main goal expected while teaching speaking a foreign language; i.e.
speaking fluently in real time about real situations in real contexts, taking into account also the
students’ interests and needs, integrating them in the learning of English as a foreign language.
Sometimes, games, role plays, and performances in English classes make students enjoy the
activities and have fun. Clearly, students have to be the center of the classes, but it is necessary to
implement a strategy in which teacher and learner play active roles in the classroom. Therefore,
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English classes are used to be the recipe where students learn and improve their speaking skill,
when they hold up a real conversation about daily topics; hence language classes can become
livelier, much more challenging and chiefly rewarding.
With the intention of solving the dilemma mentioned above, Jones (1980) is one of the
authors who focuses his attention on simulation in order to create a real environment where
trainees may learn how to communicate naturally and creatively with the language being learned.
Jones sums up this technique as “one expression of the philosophy that students should be active
participants in the learning process.” (p.3) Thus, commitment, dedication and willingness’
learners’ work should be higher, as these are tested.
In a first idea, simulations have been common used in training areas like the army or in
education spaces like business studies. In any of these areas, the language is the main tool for
communication. This is why, Jones (1982) said that simulations and language are “virtually
inseparable.” (p. 7)
Consequently, simulation is a “reality of function in a simulated and structured
environment” (Jones, 1982, p. 5). It is an activity which “involves decision-making” (Bygate,
1987, p. 80) and participants must step inside the role they have accepted and act accordingly as
the same if they were in the real world. This kind of activity implies a mandatory use of language
reflected in a verbal interaction. This helps the students to develop the speaking skill, using a
functional language, expressing ideas, based on the specific social situation. However, the
participant can acquire not only language, but also knowledge of a particular subject because the
student is able to “assimilate information in order to set the goal for him.” (Tansey, 1969, p.20)
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In this way, simulation activities provide students situations that they could probably encounter
with in the real world involving interactions and requiring face threatening speech acts.
In a second idea, it is important also to take into account the students’ experiences because
all of them have different situations, experiences, adventures, and circumstances in their daily
lives. In this way, students have a great capacity to invent, imagine, and experiment, creating
unreal worlds in their minds, which is what teacher should take advantages of their students in
order to create exciting stories of their real experiences, interests, needs, desires, and so on.
During designing, most of these real experiences are experienced by the students outside the
classroom and are connected with their daily activities; studying, working, vacationing, hanging
around etc. At this point, those experiences are one of the most powerful tools teachers have to
take advantage of in classes because those real situations are difficult to re-create; however, if
they are applied, they would encourage students to report them in many different ways and giving
them their own real material to work with in their English classes. For that matter, Harry Dhand
(2008) says that talking about exciting happening in one’s life is usually easy in the sense that
nervousness and stress do not interfere.
In other aspect, David Jacques (1991) stresses the importance of simulation in the
development and improvement of learning process because simulation activities are a guarantee
of a collective learning; they are considered to be particularly valuable in promoting social and
professional skills.
As a result, the following advantages of simulations activities in English teaching at CLUS
were taking into account by researchers along their practicum, with the objective of helping
students to improve their speaking ability:
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-

Simulation activities motivate learners to participate even if they are shy. And if

they make mistakes, teachers do not interfere because according to Jones (1980) the language
is experiential and not programmed. Mistakes are inevitable and needed.
-

Simulation activities give opportunity for meaningful practice of language learnt

for communicating.
-

Simulation activities inject a feeling of realism and relevance into the classroom

because for students, is better to get into the task and this makes the language learning
process more exciting. On the other hand, teachers can move away from just using textbooks
or written materials for language practice.
-

Simulation activities can be used as an assessment technique while students

interact on their own and use the language.
-

Simulation activities encourage creativity on the learners’ part (Jones, 1980).

Although simulation tasks begin with information given to learners, it also takes a certain
amount of the learners’ ingenuity to generate their ideas to complete the simulation.
Among these lines, investigators worked with the principles proposed by Jones about
simulations in order to develop this project. During the observation stage, researchers observed
that in classes at CLUS, there was needed to apply some speaking activities that help students to
not only practice the language learnt, but also to use the language in real situations that interest to
students. During researchers’ practicum time at CLUS, the simulation activities designed by
practitioners were used only as a tool for practicing the language learnt in classes based of the
curriculum stated to each level. However, sometimes it was complicated to apply them because
the CLUS and some teachers’ methodology required the use of the textbook in each lesson.
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Another aspect was that during the application of simulation activities in English classes, it was
noticed that there were some students that felt encouraged to speak in English when they had
some interest on the topic, but sometimes they felt afraid of performing in English because of
different factors; for instance, the fear of being mocked for being wrong, shyness, and lack of
vocabulary. This is why, not all of the students could participate actively during English classes.

Chapter 3
Methodological Framework

3.1. Research Approach
Generally, a qualitative research method works in social branches, including the Educational
field. According to Sandin (2003), Qualitative research is "a systematic activity aimed at in-depth
understanding of phenomena educational and societal transformation of practices and scenarios,
the decision-making and also the discovery and development of an organized body of
knowledge.” (p.123)
This project was oriented by the qualitative principles because it studied, analyzed, and
described a problem originating in the educational context of teaching a foreign language,
specifically the students’ English speaking performance at CLUS. Moreover, as it was a
subjective human behavior description, qualitative research was the suitable approach for
researchers to describe students’ attitudes facing simulation activities and improve students’
speaking performance instead of measuring it.
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3.2. Research Design
3.2.1. Action-Research Method
After reviewing all the qualitative designs, Action-research was selected as a guideline for
the development of this project at CLUS. Wallace (1998) defines this method as “…a way of
reflecting on your teaching by systematically collecting data on your everyday practice and
analyzing it in order to come to some decisions about what your future practice should be.” (p.4)
Regarding the statement above, this method fit with the development of this project because
firstly, it allowed practitioners from their professional development to take a reflective position in
order to inquire about different issues emerged from the CLUS, following what Crookes (1993)
established: “In Action Research it is accepted that research questions should emerge from a
teacher’s own immediate concerns about it.” (p.130). Secondly, it prompted a specific issue to
plan a further strategy. Finally, to carry out a direct intervention from practitioners with the
population they worked with.
Several authors have proposed different models (figures) for the development of this
research method. Kemmis and McTaggart (2000) proposed a spiral figure for the research (figure
3.1), which is not lineal or sequential, similar to the O’Leary’s cycle (figure 3.2); both proposals
mean that there is, during the process, a specific starting point, but as it is a continuous process,
there is not an ending point. As it is noticed, both authors keep the same purpose of the phases
(observing, planning, acting, and reflecting), but their procedures are different. For instance,
Kemmis and McTaggart’s model starts in “Planning”, in comparison to the O’leary’s cycle,
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which starts in “Observing” stage. This means, Action Research process is adaptable to the
research specific characteristics.

Figure 3.1 Kemmis and McTaggart’s action

Figure 3.2 O’Leary’s cycles of

research spiral .

research.

Along these lines, this research process was adapted based on the schedule established by
the University for the students-teaching Practicum at CLUS. Considering this, the Action
Research phases were proposed regarding the schedule planned by both institutions, in the
following way: (chart 3.1)
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Chart 3.1
Action Research phases during research practicum at CLUS

SEMESTER

ACTION RESEARCH

VII
II – 2011
Observation Stage

Observing and Initial
Reflection.

VIII
I – 2012
Tutorial Sessions

Planning.

IX
II – 2012
Students-teaching
Practicum

Acting and observing.

X
I – 2013

Final Reflection.

ACTIVITY

Choose a delimited and
observable community.
Development of a project
proposal.
Project approval.

Bibliographical
documentation.
Research instruments
design.

PRACTICUM/RESEARCH
PRODUCTS

Research proposal.
Journals.

Report of the theoretical
framework and the results of
the instruments.
Implementation of
instruments in the population
observed.

Research instruments
application.
Data logging
Participant observation.

Lesson plans
Journals
Interviews

Final informed report.

Research final report.

It is pertinent to highlight the suitability of this research method for the correct development
of this project. However, in spite of its adaptability, researchers carried out each phase
depending on diverse factors emerged along the research process, which limited the initial
established process, showed in the previous chart.
Finally, the real process followed by researchers along this project is ilustrated in the figure
below.
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OBSERVATION
STAGE
INITIAL
REFLECTION

TUTORIAL
SESSIONS STAGE
REFLECTION

STUDENTS-TEACHING
PRACTICUM STAGE
OBSERVING
REFLECTING
PLANNING
ACTING
OBSERVING
FINAL REFLECTION

Figure 3.3 Final Action Research phases during research practicum at CLUS

The figure 3.3 represents the final process carried out by researchers along the practicum
at CLUS. As it is notoriously evidenced, the complete Action Research process was developed
until the last semester of the researchers’ practicum because, it was the only stage for the real
teaching experience, in which researchers had a specific population assigned by the CLUS to
work with. Each stage of the practicum will be described below, by the light of the Action
Research method, which guided the research process of this project.
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3.2.1.1.Observation stage.
In the Observation Stage, the practitioners observed several English classes of four hours per
week at CLUS, with the purpose of reflecting on the teachers’ methodologies, material,
classroom management, and also the students’ behavior. This stage was important for the
research process because it corresponded to the initial reflection for researchers to get
familiarized and to know, in a general perspective, about the setting and the population involved
in the research. These observations and reflections were registered and categorized with the
purpose of finding out the Project’s Research Question, and establishing the backbone of the
research process (See appendix 2).
3.2.1.2.Tutorial sessions Stage.
In Tutorial sessions, the researchers worked as tutors at CLUS with the purpose of
reinforcing students’ learning processes and attending only their requests, as a complement to
English classes. During this stage of the practicum, the research process was brought to a
standstill because there was not a determined population to work with; thus there was not either a
chance to apply instruments to gather the information required, or to start intervening in the
design of the activities suggested in the proposal. However, as researchers had the opportunity to
have contact with few students from the general population of the CLUS, they took advantage of
this time for reflecting on the inquiry established in the initial reflection.
3.2.1.3. Students- teaching practicum stage.
In Students Teaching Practicum, each researcher was assigned to work with two English
courses of four hours per week at CLUS. However, each researcher selected just one group, one
per level, for the development of this project; this means, five researchers with five different
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groups. The researchers were not in charge completely of the class. For them was intended one
hour per class, in which the researchers’ intervention was a reinforcement of the topics worked
with each level with the possibility of implementing what this project proposed: contextualized
simulation activities to improve the students’ Speaking Skill. This stage of the practicum was the
most relevant for the development of the research project, basically because it was possible for
researchers to carry out the entire research, considering the Action Research cycle in the
development of the following phases:
•

OBSERVING: Researchers identified the specific situation of each group that was
assigned for them during the last part of the practicum, in terms of: students’ level,
students’ background, course’s objective, and course’s topics, in order to know the
specific characteristics of the population they were intervening.

•

REFLECTING: all the information gathered from the observation phase was
comprehended and interpreted by researchers, in order to gain ideas for the future
planning of the activities proposed.

•

PLANNING: in this phase, researchers put together all the considerations from the
previous phases and started designing a plan in which practitioners bore in mind the
following considerations: the students’ level, classes’ schedule, resources, time line, and
the contextualized simulation activity to be applied.

•

ACTING: after taking into account all the considerations described above, researchers
started to apply the plan designed for each level, during the schedule established by
CLUS.
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•

OBSERVING: in this phase, researchers gathered all the information collected from the
interventions focused on the implementation of contextualized simulation activities and
students’ performance. Besides this, there was registered all the aspects that affected these
interventions.

•

FINAL REFLECTION: after registering all the data collected from interventions, each
researcher reflected on the effects of contextualized simulation activities on students’
performance by each level. After this, the data collected was contrasted among
researchers to find out the most relevant insights and answer the project’s research
question.
3.2.2. Population and context.
As it was mentioned before, each researcher worked with two different groups during the

last stage of the practicum however, it was selected for this study, just one group per practitioner
in order to cover from the first to the fifth level of the English program at CLUS. Basically, it
was not possible to work with just one group because the practicum schedule was designed in
order to cover all the levels at the same time, so each practitioner had to be in charge of just one
group while the other practitioners were in charge of the rest of the levels. The schedule of the
groups selected, for gathering data was: Tuesdays and Thursdays in the morning from 8:00am to
12:00m. The number of students per group was:
Level 1: 12 students
Level 2: 13 students
Level 3: 14 students
Level 4: 11 students
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Level 5: 17 students
From 68 students, in average of ages from 15 and up, 3 of them did not belong to a major at
La Salle University. The rest of the students studied academic programs such as: Economy,
Social Work, Business Administration, Civil Engineering, Zootecnia, Finance and International
Trade, Architecture, Food Engineering, Public Accounting, Business and International Relations,
Engineering in Automation, and Electrical Engineering. This last group of students (Lasallian
students) took the English Course as a mandatory requirement. (See appendix 4)
In spite of this previous fact and based on the questionnaires applied to the students, it was
found that the majority of students were studying English mainly because of the globalized
world’s demands and the competence in their professional fields. In addition, they found English
interesting for their interpersonal relationships. However, few students found English difficult
and not interesting due to the initial fact.
3.2.3. Collection data.
During the research process, researchers applied different instruments for gathering data,
such as: Journals, Questionnaires, and Diaries. These instruments were applied following the
Action Research phases established for the development of this project among the practicum (see
figure 3.4). Each instrument had a specific purpose for the research project; for instance, diaries
were the only instrument applied after the intervention in order to collect and support findings.
There was not possible to apply another instrument in this stage due to the lack of time during the
researchers’ practicum because, this weekly hour was only intended for the reinforcement of
topics established for each level and not for the development of this project. These instruments
will be explained in detail below.
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TUTORIAL SESSIONS
STAGE

•Initial reflection
(JOURNALS)

•Reflection

• Observation
(QUESTIONNAIRES)
• Reflection
• Planning
• Acting
• Observation (DIARIES)
• Reflection

OBSERVATION
STAGE

STUDENTSTEACHING
PRACTICUM STAGE

Figure 3.4 Instruments for collecting data during the research project.

3.2.3.1. Journals.
As Escudero (1997) said, Journals are records of events, situations, phrases and comments
about current life. The use of this instrument in a research project involved a major long-term
commitment to the students who were targets of study, allowing understanding of their behaviors
and attitudes, and collection of empirical information about classroom events and new theoretical
additions. This instrument was applied during the first stage of the practicum at CLUS in which
researchers carried out the first phase of the Action Research method: Initial Reflection. The
observations made by the researchers in each session during this stage, allowed the identification
of common patterns in the students’ and teachers’ behaviors, in order to get familiarized and to
know, in a general perspective, about the setting and the population involved in the research.
Besides this, those observations allowed researchers to find out the Project’s Research Question,
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and establishing the backbone of the research process. Clarifying that this instrument’s purpose
was to gather mainly information from the general population and not to support the findings of
this project, its process of application and categorization is referenced in Appendix 2

3.2.3.2. Questionnaires.
Questionnaires as Hernandez (2006) mentioned are a set of questions related to the data
required in the research project. They were applied to students at CLUS, during the first
Observation phase of the Action Research process that was carried out in the last stage of the
researchers’ practicum. The questionnaires included fix-alternative questions, and in some of
them the students had the chance to justify their answers (See appendix 3). As in this last stage
practitioners had a specific population to work with, they had to identify the specific
characteristics of the population they were going to carry out the complete Action Research
phases. This is why; researchers chose this instrument with the purpose of knowing students’
background, interests, weaknesses, and class expectations along their process of learning English
as a foreign language at CLUS. Besides, questionnaires were a pertinent instrument for this
project because in accordance with the results, it was possible to support the use of the
contextualized simulation activities as a tool to promote students’ interaction and the use of the
foreign language. Among these lines as this instrument’s purpose was not to support the findings
of this project, the results and its interpretations are referenced in Appendix 4.
3.2.3.3 Diaries.
Diaries were written during the Second Observation phase of the Action Research process
along the last stage of the practicum at CLUS. In these diaries, researchers recorded and
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organized everything they considered interesting and important during the development of their
English classes, in order to identify facts that supported the further findings to determine which
of the effects of the application of simulated activities were. Diaries were written based on
experiences in the field, following Rothe (1993)’s assertion that diaries should usually be written
after the observations and constructed from field notes. He states that they may also include
researchers’ impressions of the day’s experiences. Actually, these diaries were written after the
observations and contain everything they considered evidence towards the development of the
project, taken from the students’ improvement in English classes (see Appendix 5-9).
3.2.4. Pedagogical Implementation

Chart 3.2
Pedagogical Implementation of Contextualized Simulation Activities at CLUS

INVESTIGATOR

NUMBER OF
SESSIONS

ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION
Aims:



Session 1
August 28th, 2012

"My next birthday
party”

Students will be able to use going to
sentences in order to talk about their
future plans (their next birthday party)
Students will enrich their vocabulary
with words related to parties and
birthday.

In order to introduce the “going to “ function
and present continuous as expressing actions in
the near future that has already been planned or
prepare, the teacher gave a next birthday party’s
example with short sentences. E.g.: My party is
going to be next month- My mother is making
the cake for my next birthday party. Base on the
teacher’s previous example the students should
simulate and plan their own birthday party in
pairs. They are going to design a big invitation
card with the purpose of present in front of the
class how is going to be their next birthday
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party.
Aims:



Investigator 1 –
Level 1 - Angélica
Chaparro Castro

Session 2
September 18th,
2012

“Knowing pen
pals!!!”

Students should read aloud a paper with
personal information of different people around
the world, then, they will argue what are the pen
pals pairs. They will use the information they
got from the paper in order to give good reasons
simulating they are in an event of student
exchange.
Aims:



Session 3
September
26th,2012

“My Facebook
profile”

Students will be able to read aloud in
an understandable way.
Students will be able to understand a
short text in order to use the
information given for sharing data and
details.

Students will be able to introduce
themselves using present simple and
personal information vocabulary.
Students
will
share
personal
information with the purpose of
knowing each other.

They worked individually. The idea was to
create in a poster students' Facebook profile in
English. They used present simple sentences in
order to review this topic and personal
information vocabulary for next exam. After
designing the poster, they made individually
presentations for the rest of the class. This
simulation activity has the purpose of involve
students in a real and appealing context like
Facebook, in order to use English for
communicating.
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Aim:


Session 1
September 25th
2012

“What I did
yesterday”

Students had to walk around the classroom, in
order to FIND A PERSON WHO did a specific
activity in its last holiday. After promoting a
conversation among students, each student,
using the information collected with the
partners, had to think about an own related
experience in the past and tell it to the
classroom.
Aim:


Investigator 2 –
Level 2- Jessika
Zuleta

Session 2
October 9th 2012

Students will be able to speak about
what they did in the past using past
time expressions and regular verbs in
past.

“Solving a
Murder”

Students will be able to organize a
simulation trying to solve a murder that
happened, using different past time
expressions, and regular and irregular
verbs in past.

Students were organized in two groups and each
one had a specific character of the murder. In
groups, they had to discuss reasons and facts in
order to find out the murderer. At the end, each
group had to present their conclusions about the
situation.
Aim:


Session 3
October 30th, 2012

“Halloween”

Session 1
September 4th,
2012

“Planning their
ideal holidays”

Students will be able to speak about
Halloween’s pictures and celebrations
using there was, there were, and
prepositions of place.

In groups of four people, students had to prepare
a Halloween party for this year, taking into
account decoration, people, and costumes. For
preparing it, they had to remind how the
Halloween parties of last years were, what there
were on them, and so on. At the end, they had to
present their conclusions about their party.
Aim:


Students will be able to talk about
plans and predictions by using be
going to.

Students had to plan on a piece of paper their
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ideal holidays in a real context, it means these
holidays could happen and students used the
foreign language to express naturally their
desires, taking into account the following
statements: Where to go – How to get there –
Where to stay – What to do there – Who to go
with. Some of them could share their
experiences in front of their classmates using
what they needed it, for example; images,
pictures, etc...
Aims:


Investigator 3 –
Level 3- Diana
Velandia

Session 2
September 18th,
2012

“Describing
objects”

Students played “The true false show”. In the
first stage, they worked in two groups of 7
people. In the second stage, they made up
questions using the grammar structure learnt in
class, for example; are mosquitoes more
dangerous than sharks?, and so on, considering
that the situations presented were real. In the
third stage, they chose who the host and the
contestants were going to be and organized the
contest, nobody had a role, it means nobody
follow a screenplay.
Aim:


Session 3
September 25th,
2012

Session 1
September 18th,
2012

“Describing
places”

“I love Shopping”

Students will be able to describe and
compare things, people, and events by
using the comparative adjectives.

Students will be able to describe
things, people, and events by using the
superlative adjectives.

They worked in groups of 3 people. Each group
chose one of the cities in Colombia and showed
to their partners why its city was the best one
taking into accounts the following aspects:
climate, geography, and tourism. Nobody used
cards, they just talked about what they knew
using the foreign language. This situation could
happen in real life.

In this activity, the students were involved in a
daily situation in which they simulated buying
clothes for various and different reasons, in a
shopping center. Hence they had to make a
variety of questions in order to get what they
needed to get from their classmates, and all the
students had to work together as a big group,
some of them as sellers and others as buyers. In
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order to communicate, the students changed
information by using Can/can’t, like (verb +
ing), object pronouns and aggressive pronoun,
and Present continuous (to practice and
reinforce previous and new knowledge).
Investigator 4 –
Level 4
Andrea Milena
Sánchez Mesa

Session 2
October 9th, 2012

“My life, my future
plans, what I
predict”

This activity consisted in simulate that students
applied for a scholarship to the University of
Cambridge. They needed to give compelling
reasons whereby they deserved the scholarship,
more than other student. So as to, the students
had to argue and defend their position within
this academic competition, making them use
academic vocabulary from their own majors.
They needed to give a little introduction about
their life, what they were as child, what were
their dreams why they chosen their majors, what
they expected about their majors and what they
planned to do in the future in order to talk about
personal things and allowing them react
naturally. All of this in front of a camera.
Aim:


Session 1
September 27th,
2012

“What is the best
decision”

Students will be able to speak about the
decisions they will make in some real
life situations, using the modal verbs
may and might.

The teacher presented some sentences that
represented some situations about life, in order
to encourage students to speak about the
decisions they might make to face that
situations. Then, in pairs or groups, students had
to choose one situation and present a
conversation among them that implied to make
a decision.
Aim:


Investigator 2 –
Level 5- Jessika
Zuleta

Session 2
October 4th, 2012

“Giving advice”

Students will be able to speak about the
advice they will give in some situations
using the modal verb should.

For the Radio Program, students had to think
about a situation (personal or general) that needs
to be advised, or the teacher gave them some
situations in a paper. There will be at least 5
rounds. In each round, there were 2 students
who were the program’s hosts. Those 2 students
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gave an answer to all the questions that the
people who called to the program (other
students), asked. All the answers might be
advice.
Aim:


Session 3
October 25th,2012

Session 1
October 16th,2012

Investigator 5 –
Level 5 - Hasblady
Moreno

“The Historical
Museum”

“Giving advices”

Students will be able to speak about
different historical inventions and facts
in the world using passive voice.

In groups of four people, students chose a copy
which contained information (majority in active
voice) about an important invention, or fact in
the world. Students had to make a poster about
the one that they chose, and also they had to
prepare a presentation about it, using passive
voice. At the end, each group had a specific
corner in the classroom, where they could put
the poster on the wall in order to create an
environment similar to a historical museum. All
the students had to rotate to each presentation,
where they should listen to and ask questions
using passive voice.

This activity was based on different real life
health problems in real life celebrities as the
singer Adele, the actor Daniel Radcliffe (Harry
Potter), the singers Lady Gaga and Missy Elliot
between others. The main aim of the activity
was to provide them; with different pieces of
news, of useful information about each celebrity
to give them with this a background to develop
their critical thinking, to propone, suggest,
discuss and set real alternatives to deal with
these situations in real life, using as English as
the tool to communicate their thoughts,
suggestions, points of view etc., to their
classmates and teacher. In that way students
could use the language in a real context and
used their own ideas, based on their beliefs,
knowledge from their majors, personal ways of
see and live their lives. Additionally, they had
the possibility to use that information to think
and propose real alternatives using the second
language to develop their critical thinking and
performing in a real communication with real
people and talking about real themes.

The activity was focus on the development of
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Session 2
October 25th,
2012

“What would you
do if”

certain different real situation in which students
had to modify their structure to change them to
the second conditional form and to develop a
complete performance dealing with different
situation as: You win the lottery, You have only
24 hours to live, A classmate asks you for an
answer during an exam, You find a wallet,
between others. The main aim was to give the
students the possibility to deal with situations
that happen in real life using English as a
second language and specifically using the
second conditional form according with the
topic they were working with by that time and
this level. To accomplish this aim it was used a
handout which gave them some situation as the
base to with it and to further use them to
develop an entire simulation during the
performance in which they had to use their
critical thinking, creativity, previous knowledge
and abilities to find a solution to that situation.
In this way, the activity was thought, designed
and developed to make the students to talk,
interact, and communicate their ideas,
discussion, proposing and solving real life
situations.

3.2.5. Data analysis.
Qualitative research and Action Research method have diverse techniques to analyze data.
However, the techniques described below were the most suitable for the development of this
project.

3.2.4.1 Categorization
According to Rodriguez, Gil and Garcés (1999), categorization is an analysis technique that
consists of the grouping of singular elements which are relevant and meaningful for the research
interests. Following the previous statement, this analysis technique classified the relevant
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information registered in diaries made by researchers during the last stage of the practicum at
CLUS. This process was divided into two parts: firstly, an agreement among investigators to
define the categories in which the information would be organized; then, each investigator
classified the information considering its pertinence regarding the categories established for this
process.

3.2.4.2. Triangulation
In research, triangulation process is explained by Fielding (1986) quoting the following
metaphor: “A single landmark only locates you somewhere along a line in the direction from the
landmark, whereas with two landmarks, you can take bearings in two directions and locate
yourself at their intersection” (p. 23). In other words, triangulation is defined as “the use of two
or more methods of data collection in the study of some aspect of human behavior” (Cohen and
Manion, 1990, p. 332). However, this technique of analysis is not linear, which means that it does
not follow specific steps to be developed; thus, it can be adaptable in accordance with the
project’s characteristics and the instruments applied. In this specific project, the most pertinent
type of triangulation was Investigator triangulation since, this was a project developed by five
different researchers who worked with five different groups from first to fifth level at CLUS,
gathering the information related to the project’s proposal, using diaries as the unique instrument.
Accordingly, each researcher registered information from its group and categorized it based on
the same categories agreed by all the researchers; to finally triangulate the results of all the five
researchers in order to come up with the findings and the conclusions.
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Chapter 4
Data Analysis and Findings
This chapter shows the analysis carried out in the final phase after researchers’ intervention
in the last stage of the practicum at CLUS. The analysis techniques implemented were
Categorization and Investigators Triangulation. At this point, it was developed three main steps:
1. Agreement on categories.
2. Categorization.
3. Investigators Triangulation.

4.1. Agreement on categories
At this stage researchers established three categories to classify the information gathered from
their intervention, regarding the objective of this project which was to determine the
contributions of Contextualized Simulation Activities in students from first to fifth level at
CLUS. These categories gave an account of the key aspects involved in the application of
Contextualized Simulation Activities in the development of students’ speaking skill. The
categories established were:
a) Characterization of Materials: This category corresponded to the description of all the
activities and materials used in the Contextualized Simulation Activities in English
classes by practitioners, as the researchers’ proposal to improve students’ speaking skill,
considering the students’ background, level, interests, and needs.
b) Students’ use of the Foreign Language: this category described students’ use of the
foreign language, in this case English, along the Contextualized Simulation Activities
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proposed in classes, in order to communicate orally their thoughts, desires, ideas,
opinions, and others, regarding their English level, background, and level of confidence.
c) Students’ Performance: this category gathered relevant information from the students’
performance along the English classes at CLUS, specifically their reactions and attitudes
facing Contextualized Simulation Activities in order to improve their speaking skill.

4.2. Categorization
After 12 weeks of practicum at CLUS, researchers followed an individual process of:
recognizing, differentiating, and understanding the information from the diaries of the
Contextualized Simulation Activities interventions of its respective group, to then organize this
information into the categories already established in the previous step. Each practitioner
registered on diaries not only experiences as teachers, but also the Contextualized Simulation
Activities development in English classes, and their impact in the improvement of the students’
speaking skill.

4.3. Investigators Triangulation
The step to validate the categorization insights was to contrast all the investigators’ findings
in an evaluation by common consent through Investigators Triangulation, in order to fulfill the
complete analysis and further come up with the conclusions of this project.
As a result, the Investigators Triangulation analysis was developed following a dynamic in
which the insights for each researcher were presented, contrasted, and discussed, to finally build
up a holistic interpretation per category. This dynamic helped the investigators to describe the
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contributions from the interventions of Contextualized Simulation Activities in the improvement
of the speaking skill in students from first to fifth level at CLUS.
It is presented below the interpretation and analysis of the researchers’ triangulation process
per category:

a) Characterization of Materials: The Contextualized Simulation Activities interventions,
in terms of their designing and application ("The teacher gave to them its next birthday party’s
example with short sentences." –level 1) (“We were working superlatives for describing people;
however, I wanted they used the structure for describing places in Colombia.” – level 3) (“I
started sticking on the board 10 sentences that represent different situations about the life.”- level
5), were characterized by the following relevant facts: First of all, as all the English

classes were oriented by the Task-based approach working on contents of the textbook
established by the CLUS, the designing of the contextualized simulation activities was
also determined in order to reinforce those contents (“I started my class with a copy from the
book.” – level 2) (““We had already worked the topic be going to for planning the last class so I
wanted to reinforce the grammar structure with this activity to continue with the another one
which was the use of be going to for making predictions in order to clarify the use of this tense for
two different situations.”- level 3). However, each activity was designed by each practitioner

in an authentic way taking into account students’ interests, time, level ("There were a
brainstorming of ideas and vocabulary about parties the students have been and what crazy thing
they would like when organizing their own Birthday party on facebook invitations." – level 1) (“I
told them that they had to prepare a Halloween party for this year, taking into account
decoration, people, and costumes.”-level 2) (“I had noticed that they loved contests because we
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had already played other games such as “Who wants to be a millionaire”, I wanted to develop
one activity which was included on the textbook but with new information.” – level 3) (“I wrote
on the board some historical inventions, and each group had to choose one of them. The
inventions were: calculator, roller coaster, credit card, and rubik’s cube. These objects were
chosen because of their careers (architecture, engineers, administrators, and economics)… I gave
them a paper with information about the object they had chosen.”- level 5), and in some cases,

the use of technological devices with the purpose of involving students in a real context in
which they communicate naturally in an oral way (“To make this activity more real, I
brought a camera to film students.” – level 4). Secondly, in first and second level, simulation

activities tended to become a role play ("The students used a chart just for them to follow some
information they had to gather for the presentation… Simulating they were in Network platform,
students read aloud their paper and they argued who were the pen pals pairs.”- level 1) (“A
simulation about a murdered that had happened…What they had to do was to find the murderer
among them. I was going to give them a piece of paper in which there were the name of the
character and the things that character did when the murdered happened.” – level 2). On the

contrary, from third level and up was evident that contextualized simulation activities
were applied with less difficulties (“A kind of radio program… I organized a package with
various papers with different situations inside it, and 2 more papers that had written HOST.”level 5).

b) Students’ use of the Foreign Language: it was found for researchers that the students’
use of the foreign language, in an oral production included the overview of a main factor
which helps to promote and achieves a communicative purpose. This factor was; students’
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level of confidence as a result of the students’ English level. Firstly, it was seen that in
Basic levels (1-2) students did not have enough level of English which did not allow them
to deal with this kind of activities, thus they behaved in a doubtfully way most of the
time (“They did not speak in English, they translated everything, although they were aware of
knowing very well what they were about to say or presenting in front of the class… Although, they
did not have the exactly vocabulary, this was not a barrier for expressing their ideas.”-level 1)
(“Majority didn’t make the exercise of speaking in English during the activity, only by the moment
of the presentation… At the time of the presentations, they passed with a paper on their hands in
order to not forget what they had to say.”-Level 2)

Besides this, these students asked for more teachers’ attention and they also tended to use
notes as a support when they performed orally. (Although, they used few time their notes, I
could notice they made a big effort for producing what their remembered from in order to make a
good speech and communicating clearly to the rest of the class. "-Level 1) On the other hand,

students from Intermediate levels behaved more confident because of their previous
English knowledge dealing with the Simulated Activities using the foreign language as a
tool for communicating. (“The presentations were fantastic, they did a really good job, they
were very creative and they used the grammar structure in a correct way.”-Level 3) (“Students
discussed among them as if they were talking with a friend. All of them worked on that in a
successfully because they did it in a natural way and in English”-Level 4) (“All the students spoke
about their decisions…”- level 5)

c) Students’ Performance: in order to determine if the Contextualized Simulation
Activities were appealing, pertinent, and meaningful for the improvement of students’
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speaking skill or not, it was necessary to explore the students’ reactions and attitudes
facing these activities. These reactions and attitudes were different depending on: the
topic worked ("The students showed exciting for participating and give ideas about crazy parties
and how organized them.”- level 1) (“They were focused on solving the murderer…”- level 2) (“I
motivated them sharing my ideal holidays… and the most amazing places in Colombia…”-level 3)
(“…They had to simulate as if they were in a shopping center buying clothes.”-level 4) (“The
other ones just speak about the situation they had chosen and the decisions they would make.” –
level 5), what the activity required to do ("The students found interesting to design and work in
pairs, with colors, drawing, decorating. I saw them so focused and happy working in that part.” –
level 1) (“Students worked by their own to prepare their presentations so they wrote their ideas
on a piece of paper by asking themselves the patterns Where to go – How to get there – Where to
stay – What to do there – Who to go with.” – level 3) (“All the students answered the questions
made.”- level 4), and students’ will ("They had a very positive attitude since they took
advantage of the time for gather the information they want to get from their partners. In this part
of the process the students showed very good attitude because they were interested in find
personal information from their partners… They felt afraid of presenting what they found. They
were not a volunteer, they felt nervous. From 10 students I perceived that just two of them did not
want to make their presentation.”-level 1) (“Even when there were some students they didn’t want
to do anything, there were a few people who were interested on completing the activity in a
satisfactory way… They asked me for vocabulary, and all of them used a paper in which they
wrote their ideas about the party.” – level 2) (“They participated actively.” “They finished the
questions and they started the game, it had a host per group who asked the questions and I was
the judge for both groups. They had lot of fun and they used the grammar structure correctly.” –
level 3) (“All the students answered the questions made and they seemed to be enjoying what they
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were talking about, because in this group of students most of them were girls, so they feel more
interested to share information about style and places they used to buy clothes.”- level 4) (“They
asked me whatever they needed in vocabulary or how to say a sentence.”- level 5). Also, they

were more active, autonomous, creative, recursive and participative during the English
classes (“Some of them, created a timeline, or just wrote some main ideas about the inventions.
Others invented new information about the objects.”- level 5)
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Suggestions
As a result of the process of analyzing data, researchers came up with the following
conclusions through a holistic description of all the investigators insights, with the purpose of
giving an answer to the research inquiry regarding the project’s objectives.
It was useful for investigators to take into account the students’ context, interests and needs
in advance for designing and applying adequate and pertinent simulation activities to develop in
English classes. However, the researchers realized that simulation activities did not fit in the
same way in the population worked with, due to two different perspectives: Firstly, the individual
aspect determined that not all the students had the same aptitudes to perform in front of other
people since they avoided to be exposed and they were afraid of making mistakes; each student
has different character, attitude and proficiency at the time of communicating not matter the
language. In addition, researchers realized that students learn, understand, communicate, get and
process information in a different way. This is why students also become an essential factor for
teachers to design a class using specific simulation activities. The reasons mentioned above
justified, there is not a universal or unique way of working on a specific language skill,
specifically in this project, the speaking one.
Secondly, regarding the groups’ level, researchers noticed that the successful development
of contextualized simulation activities depended on the students’ language knowledge as a tool
for communicating and expressing themselves. Along these lines, it was found that the simulation
activities fit better with advance level groups, because in these levels the activities were
completely developed by students as a real simulation keeping its natural purpose, instead of
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turning it into a role play or a merely reproduction. On the contrary, in basic levels the
contextualized simulation activities were limited by students turning them into a mechanical
process in which grammar and content were privileged misplacing its communicative purposes.
Nevertheless, either advance or basic level, it is important to bear in mind the number of students
since these activities require interaction among students; thus a communicative purpose would
not be fully accomplished.
Thirdly, the researchers’ objective was addressed to the improvement of the speaking skill
through simulation activities, making students develop the ability of building up their own ideas
and expressing them with enough confidence. However, as the methodology and content
established at CLUS were directed by The Task-Based Approach, any activity had to be oriented
on the development of a task. In this context, the simulation activities applied by the practitioners
became a tool for attaining the task in terms of acquiring knowledge about the language, but not
in terms of the language communicative function. This is why, the researchers found that
Contextualized Simulation Activities work better with the Communicative Approach, since both
deal with the interaction and the performance using the foreign language, as their main guiding
principles.
No matter factors mentioned above, the Contextualized Simulation Activities effectiveness
requires a pertinent teachers’ performance according with the students’ needs which are also
linked to the students’ level, becoming a support which allow them to overcome their difficulties
and improve their speaking skill. Moreover, investigators involved students in situations adapted
from their own context, and increased the students’ active participation, autonomy, creativity, and
recursive making them to perform naturally using the target language in the English classes. This
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was positive because firstly, practitioners perceived that students took an important and active
role within these classes. Secondly, it was attained that while students were learning English,
they used it meaningfully as a way to express their thoughts, points of view, and interact among
them in the development of the simulated situations proposed by teachers.
Concluding, Simulation activities worked positively, in most of the students’ groups at La
Salle Languages Center, since they became an interesting way of improving students’ English
speaking skill, different from the one they were used to do it. Besides this, and taking into
account the factors stated as relevant when working with contextualized simulation activities,
along the practicum teaching sessions, this research project revealed that Contextualized
Simulation Activities were a meaningful and enjoyable strategy for strengthening the oral English
communication by simulating real situations concerning students’ context at La Salle Languages
Center.
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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: Lesson plan No. 5 in students of level 5 – Student Teacher practicum stage – 2012 - II

Institution:
La Salle Language Center
Student Teacher: Jessika Liced Zuleta Quevedo

Date: September 27th 2012

Level: 5

Topic: What is the best decision…
General Aim: Students will be able to speak about the decisions they will make in some situations using the modal verbs may and might.
Specific Aims: To recognize the function of the modal verbs may and might.
To make sentences about decisions using the modal verbs may and might.
To understand some situations and infer the best decision for each one.
Teacher’s activity
Warm Up Activity:
The teacher will present some sentences that
Opening
(Presentation) represent some situations about life, in order to
encourage students to speak about the decisions
they might make to face that situations. The idea
is to create a dialogue among students and the
teacher about those situations.
Activity:
Development In groups of three or four people, students have to
organize a dialogue about all those situations
(Practice)
presented before, or new situations, that implies to
make a decision. Students have to use the
vocabulary learned in class and may - might.
Stages

Closing
(Production)

Learning strategies
-

-

Use background
knowledge
Make inferences
Speak so others
can understand.

-

Note-taking
Speak so others
can understand
Grouping
and
cooperate
Make inferences

Activity: simulations
Each group has to pass in front of the class and present the new dialogue prepared before. The
idea is to see how creative they are, and how they are in speaking skill.

Grouping
and
cooperate
Speak so others
can understand

-

Skills

Resources

Time

Speaking
Reading

Billboards,
board,
markers.

10 minutes

Speaking
Writing
Listening
Reading

Dictionary,
paper and
pencil.

10 minutes

Speaking
Listening

Board and
markers.

20 minutes

Appendix 2: Journal’s triangulation – Observation Stage – Initial Reflection
1. The relevant information from the journals made by researchers was organized in
categories which allowed them to identify the issues presented in the English classes at CLUS.
The following categories and subcategories emerged from this step, and were defined by the
researchers based on their prior knowledge and experiences:
a)
Teaching Category: this contained general aspects from the Language teaching
process observed by the researches, such as:
i. Method: the theoretical guideline which contained specific steps in order to carry
out a teaching process.
ii. Strategies: the manner in which teachers made knowledge more understandable
and meaningful to students.
iii. Techniques: the activities implemented by teachers in order to develop the content
proposed by each lesson.
iv. Content: this included the topics that corresponded to each level, based on the
curriculum established by the CLUS.
b)
Learning Category: this involved general aspects of students’ performance during
their English learning process in classes.
i. Strategies: the cognitive procedures that students developed individually to acquire
knowledge.
c)
Students’ Behaviors: a set of attitudes, reactions, habits, conducts, and values
which reflected the students’ deportment when doing the activities proposed by teachers.
d)
Materials: the physical tools applied by teachers and developed by students as a
complement of the activities proposed in English classes.
e)
Context: this dealt with external and internal factors regarding the classroom and
the specific characteristics of the students` and teachers` environment.
i. Seating Arrangement: the classroom organization in the development of activities
in English classes.
ii. Classroom Environment: this involved external factors which affected the
classroom atmosphere.
2.
There were identified the prevalent issues concerned with English classes at
CLUS, in order to finally decide on one to work with, so as to state the Project’s Research
Question. As a result, from the categorization process among all the English classes observed,
some common outcomes were highlighted:

TEACHING CATEGORY
METHOD

STRATEGIES

TECHNIQUES

CONTENT








Task based learning
Silent way
Suggestopedia






Giving a feedback.
Giving examples on
the board
 Making grammar
Cooperative work.
charts
Autonomous work.
 Calling students with
nicknames
Humor in the
classroom.
 Good attitude and
voice
Games.
 Motivating students
with nice comments
 Explaining
vocabulary in English
LEARNING CATEGORY

STRATEGIES






Zero and first
conditional
Simple past
Past progressive
Present simple

STUDENTS’ BEHAVIOUR CATEGORY
Speak in Spanish
Arrive late

Correct exercises
Don`t use English
Work on the textbook
Chat all the time
Translate word by word
Be bored
Ask to their partners
Have fun with some activities
Don`t pay attention
CONTEXT CATEGORY
MATERIALS CATEGORY

SEATING ARRANGEMENT

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

Board
Textbook (according to the level)
CD-ROM
Music

Semicircles - Classroom
disorganized
Rows for exams

Play music
Noise in listening activities

Conversations

After mature consideration, the researchers were concerned about a number of aspects:
students’ motivation, speaking performance, autonomous learning, and teachers’ strategies, as the
analysis exposed above. Afterwards, Speaking Performance caught fieldworkers’ attention
because firstly, this was the skill less worked on during the English classes observed, and
secondly, based on the researchers’ criteria, this skill had a high importance because of its
communicative function regarding the current world’s demands in terms of interpersonal
relations, professional training and competence.

Appendix 3: Questionnaire format – Students-teaching Practicum Stage– Observation
phase 1
Este cuestionario tiene fines académicos e investigativos.
Sus respuestas serán confidenciales.

UNIVERSIDAD DE LA SALLE
FACULTAD DE CIENCIAS DE LA EDUCACIÓN
DEPARTAMENTO DE LENGUAS MODERNAS
CUESTIONARIO PARA LOS ESTUDIANTES
o Masculino
o Femenino
Nivel: ________________________
Horario: ______________________
¿Usted estudia en la Universidad de la Salle?
__ Si ¿Qué carrera? ______________________
__ No

1. Ordene de 1 a 4 las siguientes habilidades de lenguaje, siendo 1 su mayor fortaleza y 4 su
mayor debilidad.
___ Writing
___ Reading
___ Speaking
___ Listening

2. ¿Con qué frecuencia usted practica la habilidad de Speaking, en una clase de inglés del
CLUS (Centro de Lenguas de la Universidad de la Salle)?
___ Siempre
___ Frecuentemente
___ A veces
___ Rara vez
___ Nunca

3. ¿Cuánto tiempo diario dedica usted a la práctica de la habilidad de Speaking fuera de su
clase de inglés del CLUS?
___ 0 minutos
___ Entre 1 a 30 minutos

___ Entre 30 a 60 minutos
___ Entre 1 y 2 horas
___ Más de 2 horas
4. ¿Qué proceso mental usted realiza cuando habla en inglés?
___ Piensa en español y produce en español.
___ Piensa en español, traduce al inglés y produce en inglés.
___ Piensa en inglés, lo verifica mentalmente en español, y produce en inglés.
___ Piensa en inglés y produce en inglés.
5. ¿Qué tan seguro se siente usted cuando habla en inglés durante la clase?
___ Inseguro
___ Muy pocas veces seguro
___ A veces seguro
___ Seguro
___ Totalmente seguro
6. Ordene los siguientes factores de 1 a 5 de acuerdo al grado de influencia que tienen
cuando usted habla en inglés durante las clases, siendo 1 el más influyente y 5 el menos
influyente.
___ Contenido del tema.
___ Pronunciación.
___ Vocabulario.
___ Estructura gramatical.
___ Entorno dentro del salón.
7. Marque las actividades que más le interesan para su desarrollo y práctica personal de la
habilidad de Speaking en la clase de inglés.
___ Trabalenguas
___ Role plays
___ Conversatorios
___ Diálogos
___ Exposiciones
___ Debates
Otro ¿Cuál? __________
8. Organice, únicamente, las actividades que escogió en la pregunta anterior, de acuerdo a
la efectividad en su desarrollo y práctica personal de la habilidad de Speaking. Siendo 1 la
más importante.
1) ______________
2) ______________
3) ______________
4) ______________
5) ______________
6) ______________

Appendix 4: Results of Questionnaires – Students-teaching Practicum Stage–
Observation phase 1
Questionnaires were applied to students at CLUS, during the first Observation phase of the
Action Research process that was carried out in the last stage of the researchers’ practicum
(students-teaching practicum). They were applied with the objective of getting a diagnosis of
students’ interests and needs within their English learning process at CLUS, and also to support
the proposal of implementation made in this project: Contextualized Simulation Activities to
improve the students’ speaking skill.
The questionnaire included an initial group of questions that asked for personal information
to identify the population to work with (see appendix 3). Then, the next 9 questions were
designed with the purpose of gathering specific information about the individual development of
students’ speaking skill. The results were:

Graphic 1 Students’ level.
In the Graphic 1, it was recorded the number of people in each level. This information
provided practitioners with the quantity and level of students to design and adapt suitable
simulation activities regarding the content established for each level.

Graphic 2 Students that study at La Salle University.

Graphic 3 Students’ majors at La Salle University.
As it was observed in the graphic 2, most of the population at CLUS were students from La
Salle University. This implied that they were taking the English course as a requirement from the
University to graduate from their majors. Graphic 3 showed that the majority of the population
were people who studied finances and business administration at La Salle University. This
information helped us to connect the class activities with the students’ backgrounds, previous
knowledge, needs, and interests.
For question Number 1: “ORDENE DE 1 A 4 LAS SIGUIENTES HABILIDADES DE
LENGUAJE, SIENDO 1 SU MAYOR FORTALEZA Y 4 SU MAYOR DEBILIDAD” the
results were:

Graphic 4 Students’ strengths and weaknesses.
Based on the graphic 4, researchers noticed that students’ main weaknesses were related to
the listening and speaking skills. As it was mentioned in the theoretical framework, Listening is a
receptive skill that precedes Speaking, which is a productive one. Along these lines, both skills
are a complement for the successful development of the oral production. This oral production was
limited because of the influence of many external and internal factors like pronunciation, as it
will be supported in the following answers.
For question number 2: “¿LE GUSTA HABLAR INGLES?” the results were:

Graphic 5 Students who like speaking in English.

Graphic 6 Positive reasons to speak in English.

Graphic 7 Negative reasons to speak in English.
The graphs above showed a remarkable students’ trend. On the one hand, most of them liked
English (graphic 5); however their reasons ranging within four factors (graphic 6). Firstly, a high
quantity of students considered English as an important and universal language need in a
globalized world. Furthermore, some of them thought this language was interesting to learn and
they recognized its influence in their professional fields because gives them a competitive
advantage in the professional world. Finally, few students found English as a useful tool for
knowing different people and cultures around the world.
On the other hand, a small range of students did not like English (graphic 5). They expressed
three main reasons (graphic 7): The most prevalent was that students displayed difficulties with
the target language as it was previously described in the first question (graphic 4). In addition,
they did not show interest in learning the foreign language; neither in nor outside of the
classroom, developing autonomously. Lastly, in the lowest percentage, students did not like
English simply because it was a requirement for them.
For question Number 3:“¿CON QUÉ FRECUENCIA USTED PRACTICA LA
HABILIDAD DE SPEAKING EN UNA CLASE DE INGLES DEL CLUS?” the results
were:

Graphic 8 Speaking skill practice during English classes.

Taking into account the results in graphic 8, students considered they frequently developed
the speaking skill through diverse activities in the English sessions at CLUS. Generally, most of

the classes followed the same structure, in which a main topic was carried out during the whole
class, developing the four skills through activities proposed by the textbook. This is why,
students perceived they frequently practiced the speaking skill along the English classes.
However, a low percentage of students were conscious about the limited time intended for the
speaking practice in classes. The researchers supported the previous results based on the
observations registered in the first stage of the research practicum.
For question Number 4: “¿CUÁNTO TIEMPO DIARIO DEDICA USTED A LA
PRÁCTICA DE HABILIDAD DE SPEAKING FUERA DE SU CLASE DE INGLÉS EN
EL CLUS?” the results were:

Graphic 9 Speaking skill practice outside the classroom.
It was seen in graphic 9 that the range of time which the highest of students spent practicing
the speaking skill outside the classroom was from 1 to 30 minutes. The fact of practising what
had been worked in the English session in extra time outside the class had been is quite relevant
because in the process of learning a foreign language, the continuous practice is essential for
achieving the integral performance of language skills. This will be evidenced in detail from the
teachers’ perspective in the interview analysis. On the other hand, as students expressed in
graphic 6 there are other spaces outside the classroom in which they need to speak in English,
thus it is necessary to practice the speaking skill autonomously.
For question Number 5: “¿QUÉ PROCESO MENTAL USTED REALIZA CUANDO
HABLA EN INGLES?” the results were:

Graphic 10 Mental process while students speak in English.
Analyzing graphic 10, researchers found a trend of thinking in English, checking in Spanish,
and Producing in English. In this way, the mother tongue is a tool and the unique reference for
learning how to speak in English, and it is completely normal if students use it when they just
start producing in the target language. Despite this, at the time of advancing the English learning
process, it is necessary to acquire some techniques in order to start thinking and producing in
English.
For question Number 6: “¿QUÉ TAN SEGURO SE SIENTE USTED CUANDO HABLA
EN INGLES DURANTE LA CLASE?” the results were:

Graphic 11 Students’ confidence while speaking in English.
It was shown that the level of confidence was a huge factor when students speak in a foreign
language, since it reflects the students’ knowledge of the target language. Fieldworkers identified
variations in students’ level of confidence in accordance with their level of English. As it was
observed in graphic 11, the highest percentage of students felt confident sometimes, when they
speak in English. On the contrary, students from lower levels did not have enough tools to feel
confident while producing the foreign language.

For question Number 7: “ORDENE LOS SIGUIENTES FACTORES DE 1 A 5 DE
ACUERDO AL GRADO DE INFLUENCIA QUE TIENEN CUANDO USTED HABLA EN
INGLÉS DURANTE LAS CLASES, SIENDO 1 EL MÁS INFLUYENTE Y 5 EL MENOS
INFLUYENTE” the results were:

Graphic 12 Factors which have some influence in English speaking
When a person is learning a new language, there are certain factors that have a strong
influence on the learning process, in this case of English. Specifically, five factors were playing
an important role in the students at CLUS, such as: content topic, pronunciation, vocabulary,
grammatical structure, and classroom environment, as shown in graphic 12. Along these lines,
pronunciation was one of the factors which ranked equally high as vocabulary and content;
simultaneously, fieldworkers found that these were also the students’ biggest weaknesses. This
could be analyzed as a complement in which, without these factors, it would result difficult for
students to produce orally in English.
For question Number 8: “MARQUE LAS ACTIVIDADES QUE MÁS LE INTERESAN
PARA SU DESARROLLO Y PRÁCTICA PERSONAL DE LA HABILIDAD DE
SPEAKING EN LA CLASE DE INGLÉS” the results were:

Graphic 13 Activities for practicing the speaking skill.
As it was appreciated in graphic 13, students’ interests were focused on the development of
certain kind of activities such as: tongue-twisters, role-plays, conversations, dialogues,
presentations, and debates. These ones were used to practice the speaking skill in English classes,
however, some activities caught learners’ attention more than others, for example; dialogues,
role-plays, and conversations. Just to clarify, the last one is worked on the English Club at CLUS.

Appendix 5: Diaries Level 1 – Investigator 1 - Students Teaching Practicum Stage –
Observation phase 2
DIARIES’ ANALYSIS

DIARY No 1
DATE: August 28th, 2012
LEVEL: I
(Angélica Chaparro)
The class started at 11:00am. The simulation activity was called My next Birthday party through
Facebook. There were 12 students. At the beginning of the class there was a brainstorming of ideas and
vocabulary about parties the students have been and what crazy thing they would like when organizing
their own Birthday party on facebook invitations. The students showed exciting for participating and give
ideas about crazy parties and how organized.
In order to introduce the “going to “ function and present continuous as expressing actions in the near
future that has already been planned or prepare, the teacher gave to them its next birthday party’s example
with short sentences. E.g – My party is going to be next month- My mother is making the cake for my next
birthday party. After this explanation the stunts understood how they had to express their ideas.
Base on the teacher’s previous example the students planed their own birthday party in pairs. They
designed a big invitation card to post on facebook, with the purpose of present in front of the class how is
going to be their next birthday party. The students found interesting to design and work in pairs, with
colors, drawing, decorating. I saw them so focused and happy working in that part. They did not spoke in
English, they translated everything, although they were aware of knowing very well what they were about
to say or presenting in front of the class. The idea was simulated that they were in front of a computer
checking the party invitation on facebook.

DIARY No 2
DATE: August 30th, 2012
LEVEL: I
(Angèlica Chaparro)
This class started at 11:00 am, there were 10 students. The simulation activity was called “I’ am a
journalist”. The students should ask their partners questions about their life with the purpose of using the
information in a short time of reporting the life of someone important creatively in a News TV Show.
The students used a chart just for them to follow some information they had to gather for the presentation.
The students were walking around the classroom having their conversations during 10 minutes. They had
a very positive attitude since they took advantage of the time for gather the information they want to get
from their partners. In this part of the process the students showed very good attitude because they were
interested in find personal information from their partners.

When the time of gathering info finished, they made an around table for listening all the reports they had.
In this moment they felt afraid of presenting what they found. They were not a volunteer, they felt
nervous. From 10 students I perceived that just two of them did not want to make their presentation.
From 8 presentations only three were the most serious. They focused on what they had to do, they got
involved in their role, and they performed in a good way their journalist role. Although, they used few
time their notes, I could notice they made a big effort for producing what their remembered from their
previous interviews for make a good speech.

DIARY No 3
DATE: September 18th, 2012
LEVEL: I
(Angèlica Chaparro)
The class started at 11:00am. There were 9 students. The simulation activity was called Knowing pen
pals!!! The class began with the teacher asked students experiences about knowing people through
internet, or social networks. The students found interesting and easy to answer about facebook, and other
networks they knew. Although, they did not have the exactly vocabulary, this was not a barrier for
expressing their ideas.
The classroom was divided into two groups, one of the group was pen Pals, and the rest of the class were
the ones who were looking for a pen pal. The students had a short time to read their paper and to get
familiarized with the information. Simulating they were in Network platform, Students read aloud their
paper and they argued who were the pen pals pairs. The used the information they got from the paper in
order to give good reasons and argument each pear. All the students showed interest in learning new
people through a simulated network and even more in picked new vocabulary up.

Appendix 6: Diaries Level 2 – Investigator 2 - Students Teaching Practicum Stage –
Observation phase 2
CLASS DIARY
Lesson #6 - Level: 2 - Date: September 25th, 2012
(Jessika Zuleta)
At 11:00am, the class started. There were 16 students. The topic was speaking about past events, but only
using regular verbs and past time expressions. As the leader teacher of the course was working on
grammar activities about past simple and regular verbs, I started my class with a copy from the book. This
copy included grammar activities in order to review the topic of the last class (was/were) and to introduce
the topic for that day (past simple, regular verbs). I gave them like 5 minutes to solve the copy and then
we solved it together. I could notice that some of them had many questions about the use of “did”. In those
cases, I explained them the topic.
After 15 minutes, the first activity finished. The second activity was an activity called “Find a person
who...” I wrote on the board some questions about personal experiences. The activity consisted on
students had to stand up and walk around the classroom in order to find the person who, for example,
travelled by plane last year. When the students found the person, they had to initiate a dialogue about that
aspect. If he/she travelled by plane last year, the idea was to ask where he/she went. There were 7
questions in total.
During the activity, I could notice that students only made the questions to their close group of friends.
And, they had the chance to speak in Spanish. I tried to mix them with the whole group, and I insisted on
speaking in English during the activity. Even when there were some students they didn’t want to do
anything, there were a few people who were interested on completing the activity in a satisfactory way.
This activity lasted 15 minutes.
After this activity, I asked the students to make groups of 4 people, and then, I gave the instructions. They
had to prepare a dialogue simulation based on the experiences they had collected in the previous activity.
After preparing it, they had to pass and presenting it in front of the class.
This activity lasted 20 minutes. I could observe that majority of students while they were preparing the
dialogue, they spoke in Spanish to organize the ideas, and at the time of presenting it, they passed with a
paper on their hands in order to not forget what they had to say. During the presentations, I asked for
silence constantly because they weren’t listening to other presentations.
Finally, students had to develop the rubrics of the peer-feedback assessment according to the performance
of each student in the complete class. And then, they had to solve the self-assessment based on their own
performance in the class activity

CLASS DIARY
Lesson #2 - Level: 2 - Date: October 9th, 2012
(Jessika Zuleta)
This session started at 11:00am. The purpose for this activity was to organize a simulation about a
murdered that had happened, using all the topics studied in the previous classes (past tense of verb to be,
simple past, regular verbs, irregular verbs, and past time expressions). I started the class with 11 students.

So, I divided them into two groups for playing a game called “The Murderer, the policeman, and the
bitch.” This game needed cards to be played. So, I started to explain the instructions verbally. Then, with
one group, I showed an example of how to play that game. When they understood, each group started to
play. It was a funny time because most of them didn’t understand well the instructions, so, they asked me
what they had to do in each situation. When they comprehended the dynamic, they continued playing.
Even though, the game was a set of eyes, students were always speaking in Spanish.
We played around 15 minutes, then, we started the next activity. I gave the instructions. I told them the
background of the story:
“During a high school reunion, the guests heard a loud scream at 8.45pm. Five minutes later, Miss
Greenspoon, the school’s oldest English teacher was found dead. Someone hit her on the head with a
statue.”
What they had to do was to find the murderer among them. I was going to give them a piece of paper in
which there were the name of the character and the things that character did when the murdered happened.
Then, I distributed the characters to each student. I gave them 15 minutes to prepare the simulation about
the murderer. They used to speak in Spanish all the time and I told them each minute to speak in English.
After 15 minutes, they were focused on solving the murderer and they forgot the final presentation, so I
gave them 5 minutes more to organize it. Some of them used a piece of paper to organize what they had to
say.
At the time of the presentations, none of the two groups act, but they spoke about the character that each
one had and the conclusion of who the murderer was.
The first group said that Robert Browman, the school principal, was the murderer.
The second group said the Robert Browman was the murderer too, but that Barry Dean, a school teacher
was the person who helped him to do the murder.
Majority of time, during the presentations, students were listening to what they were presenting. I only had
to ask for silence two times. At the end, they solved only a self-assessment rubric about the performance
they did during the class. The class was over at 12:00m
CLASS DIARY
Lesson #3 – Level: 2 – Date: October 30th, 2012
(Jessika Zuleta)
The class started at 11:00am as usual. The topic worked in the day class was: there was, there were, and
prepositions of place. So, for the first activity, I asked to students to look the wall in a line, while I
organized some objects (chair, desk, notebook, book, pencils, markers, bags, jacket, and others) in the
classroom. When I was ready, I told students that they can take a look of everything by 10 seconds, then,
they had to look the wall again and describe what was in the classroom. While they were describing, a
student, who was the “thief”, had to change the objects. It was a difficult activity because there were more
than 15 students in the classroom and they couldn’t pay attention to what their partners were saying, or
they just took a look to the objects in the moment they couldn’t do it. However, I asked everybody in
order that everybody spoke.
After this activity, I organized two lines and students had to be face to face. I asked them also to have a
paper with a pencil for the activity. Then, I explained them what the activity was about. I was going to
show them two pictures about Halloween (one per line). In pairs, by turns, the first student had to see the
picture and then go to describe it to the partner using there was, there were, and prepositions of place. The
second student had to draw the things that the first student said. The activity was repeated with the other
picture. During the activity, there were few students that didn’t speak in English, or they didn’t use the
vocabulary, but at the moment I was next to them, they started to practice. The activity lasted 15 minutes.

By the last activity, I asked the students to make groups of four people. I told them that they had to
prepare a Halloween party for this year, taking into account decoration, people, and costumes. For
preparing it, they had to remind how the Halloween parties of last years were, what there were on them,
and so on. And them, they had to prepare a simulation about that preparation. They asked me for
vocabulary, and all of them used a paper in which they wrote their ideas about the party. Anyway,
majority didn’t make the exercise of speaking in English during the activity, only by the moment of the
presentation. However, they didn’t want to pass and present what they prepared. All the groups decided to
be in their desks and only one person for each group speaks about their decisions.
The class finished at 12:00m.

Appendix 7: Diaries Level 3 – Investigator 3 - Students Teaching Practicum Stage –
Observation phase 2
DIARY No 1
DATE: September 4th, 2012
LEVEL: III
ACTIVITY: “Planning their ideal holidays”
Students have to plan on a piece of paper their ideal holidays taking into account the following statements:
Where to go – How to get there – Where to stay – What to do there – Who to go with. Some of them could
share their experiences.
The class started at 11:00 am. There were 13 students. We had already worked the topic be going to for
planning the last class so I wanted to reinforce the grammar structure with this activity to continue with
the another one which was the use of be going to for making predictions in order to clarify the use of this
tense for two different situations. The classroom was organized in a semicircle as usual.
The activity had to take 15 minutes; however, it took 30 minutes. I explained the activity and they looked
bored and started to chat among them but I motivated them sharing my ideal holidays so they started to
work individually. Students worked by their own to prepare their presentations so they wrote their ideas
on a piece of paper by asking themselves the patterns Where to go – How to get there – Where to stay –
What to do there – Who to go with. Some of them had problems with the structure, however, they used the
textbook as a guide and sometimes they copied some texts which appeared there, others just looked for
new vocabulary in the dictionary, and others drew a picture as an aim to talk about their experiences.
Three students finished in 5 minutes and started to chat with their partners so I had to hurry up the others.
I just walked around to know if they had some questions.
The presentations were fantastic, they did a really good job, they were very creative and they used the
grammar structure in a correct way. We only heard 9 presentations because of the time and then we
continued the class with other activities. I did not correct the pronunciation but the another teacher
Veronica Londoño did it.
DIARY No 2
DATE: September 18th, 2012
LEVEL: III
ACTIVITY: “Describing objects”
Students are going to play “The true false show”. In the first stage, they have to work in two groups of 7
people. In the second stage, they have to make up the questions using the grammar structure learnt in
class, for example; are mosquitoes more dangerous than sharks?, and so on. In the third stage, they have to
choose who the host and the contestants will be and organize the contest. I am going to evaluate the
activity taking into account the grammar structure used and the creativity.
It was the closing activity. There were 11 students because two of them left earlier. We had been working
with the comparatives during the class. I had noticed that they loved contests because we had already
played other games such as “Who wants to be a millionaire”, and so on, during that session they
participated actively. So, I wanted to develop one activity which was included on the textbook but with

new information. They were organized in two groups of 5 people. Later, they had 10 minutes to prepare
the questions in English; but they spoke in Spanish all the time. I gave to each group a list with the
comparatives so that they did not have any mistake in the grammar structure. One group was copied the
questions from the textbook so I took away it. They finished the questions and they started the game, it
had a host per group who asked the questions and I was the judge for both groups. They had lot of fun and
they used the grammar structure correctly.
DIARY No 3
DATE: September 25th, 2012
LEVEL: III
ACTIVITY: “Describing places”
They have to work in groups of 3 people. They are going to choose one of the cities in Colombia and
show to their partners why their city is the best one taking into accounts the following aspects: climate,
geography, and tourism. The most convincing proposal is going to get extra points for the next activity.
It was the practice activity. There were 11 students. We were working superlatives for describing people;
however, I wanted they used the structure for describing places in Colombia like a travel agency. They
started the activity by working in 4 groups of 3 people. They organized everything in a piece of paper and
everyone had a “role” in the presentation. The idea was to make everyone wanted to visit this place.
One group described Medellin, it was funny but they had problems in pronunciation, they talked about the
Metro, and places everybody knew. The second one described Barranquilla, they did a great job and they
were very creative because they named different places to visit not only the popular ones, for example;
Santa Veronica, a place where people could practice surfing. It was exciting because I have never heard
that place. The third group described Manizales, it was nice but it did not last much time, they were
disorganized and one girl spoke too fast so anybody understood. The last group described Bogota, it was
boring because they said the same everybody already knew. I corrected some mistakes in pronunciation
and the group which described Barranquilla was the winner.

Appendix 8: Diaries Level 4 – Investigator 4 - Students Teaching Practicum Stage –
Observation phase 2
Session #1
Level: 4
Date: 18 September 2012
Student Teachers: Andrea Milena Sánchez Mesa.
In this opportunity the class started at 10:25 a.m. with most of the students. This was excellent because
there were twelve students, so the activity planned fit perfectly for that day. Firstly, I started asking them
about the clothes they were wearing that day, where did they bought their clothes, what was their favorite
place to shop, how much was the best they had paid for a garment or accessory, in which part of Bogotá
were clothes more expensive and which part were cheaper, how often did they out to buy clothes, what
clothes they used to wear in hot weather, cold and/or warm, what were their favorite colors, and what was
their style to dress or which style they felt identified. All the students answered the questions made and
they seemed to be enjoying what they were talking about, because in this group of students most of them
were girls, so they feel more interested to share information about style and places they used to buy
clothes.
After to share information and make question between students, teachers- students and vise-versa, then
they had to simulate as if they were in a shopping center buying clothes. The class was divided in couples,
in order to have and specific role into the simulation. To bring this about, some students were ordered to
be sellers (who had to convince others to buy the clothes they had on sale), others were buyers (which had
to have a reason that they would buy the clothing. were among the reasons: travel, wedding, vacation,
business meeting, grade, cocktail, anniversary, and / or a gift for a loved one), so everyone knew who they
were and what they needed to do; all this naturally and as far as they would like to bring the situation.
Equally relevant and attractive for them was the use of money, dollars and coins, so this allowed students
to exchange products and negotiate prices (in this lines, men also participated but more actively and
enthusiastically). Each one of the sellers had a catalog containing pictures of clothes and accessories of
recognized brands, and then students could see and buy clothes as their likes.
Everything was successful because students showed interested, participative, collaborative, and excited.
Sometimes when they didn’t know a word, they tried to use other ones or as a final option, ask to me (the
teacher). At the end they expressed how they felt during the activity. The only bad thig was that the time
was not enough for develop the activity in a satisfactory way.
Session #2
Level: 4
Date: 09 October 2012
Student Teachers: Andrea Milena Sánchez Mesa.
After student had their brake time, the class started at 10:35 a.m., because I was waiting for all students
arrived. As always, I was in charge of the class over the next sixty minutes, so I decided to start with the
activity planned for this day which was a bout future plans and predictions. I started to ask some questions
about students’ life when they were children and what they expected to have when they grew up and being
working in their professions. For the development of the first step, students discussed among them as if
they were talking with a friend. All of them worked on that in a successfully because they did it in a

natural way and in English. This first part took around eight minutes twenty. Time was not enough for
students, but to share basic ideas and relevant information.
Later, continuing with the activity, students simulate as if they were going to apply for a scholarship, so
many of them needed to use academic vocabulary from their own majors. To make them this more
interactive, first of all, they had to create a time line, where they could show what they did in the past,
what were their reams, what they wanted to be when they be adults, and what were their future plans, in
order to express what they wanted and they were interested for. They made a timeline as the time they
were talking because they needed explain graphically and orally what they were presenting to their
classmates. It helped them a lot because one of the purposes of this was to make them organize and
prioritize ideas, past events, and future plans.
Finally, after talking about previous dreams and projections, I present a specific situation in which
students need to simulate as if they were applying for a scholarship in the University of Cambridge. It
means that they needed to give compelling reasons whereby they deserved the scholarship, more than
other student. This meant that the students had to argue and defend their position within this academic
competition. To make this activity more real, I brought a camera to film students. Many of them didn’t
accept to be filmed because they were afraid on account of the camera, but before to explain them and
make them reflect about what simulation was. After of this, some of them accepted and did it. Those
students to face the situation did it so well, in spite of their jitters. They gave a little introduction about
their life, what they were as child, what were their dreams why they chosen their majors, what they
expected about their majors and what they planned to do in the future.

Appendix 9: Diaries Level 5 – Investigator 2 and 5 - Students Teaching Practicum
Stage – Observation phase 2
CLASS DIARY
Lesson #1 - Level: 5 - Date: September 27th 2012
(Jessika Zuleta)
This was the fifth lesson I worked with this group.
The second hour started as always, at 10:25am. The teacher in charge of the course started the class
finishing the lesson for that day until 11:15am, the hour that I start with my activities. The topic for this
lesson was “Decisions, using may and might”. When the teacher Viviana finished the lesson of the book, I
started sticking on the board 10 sentences that represent different situations about the life. When I
finished, I explained the students that the idea was that they had to choose a sentence and start speaking
about the decisions they might make to face those situations. For each sentence, I chose two or three
students. In that way, all the students spoke about their decisions. By the time each student was speaking, I
could see the reaction of the rest of the class and I started asking other students in order to generate a kind
of conversation among everybody.
After that activity, I organized the students in groups of three of four people, and I told them that they had
to organize a simulation about all those situations presented in the last activity, or if they wanted, they
could use new situations that implied to make a decision. Students have to use the vocabulary learned in
class and may - might. While the students were preparing their dialogues, I passed among the groups and
they asked me whatever they needed in vocabulary or how to say a sentence, and so on.
At the moment of the presentations, I sat on the back side of the classroom in order that I could see face to
face the groups that passed to present the dialogues. All the groups passed, and some of them had a paper
with them in which there was written the dialogue that they prepared. The other ones just speak about the
situation they had chosen and the decisions they would make. During the presentations, there were some
groups that didn’t pay complete attention to the presentations prepared by their partners because they were
still preparing theirs. At the end of each presentation, I and the teacher Viviana gave the students a
feedback about pronunciation and grammar mistakes. However, in general, the students’ production
showed a complete use grammar and vocabulary.
The class finished at 12:00m

CLASS DIARY
Lesson #2 - Level: 5 - Date: October 4th 2012
(Jessika Zuleta)
This was the sixth class I had with this group.
The second hour of class started at 10:25am. The students finished the lesson of the book with the other
teacher until 11:20am. Then, I organized the video beam that I was going to use to the activity prepared
for that day. The topic was “Should: advice”. So, I started the class with a video-song called “Should I
stay or Should I go”. Most of the students already knew the song, so, when they listened to the song, they
could sing it. When it was over the first time, I asked them what the song was about. Nobody answered,
so, I replayed the song, but in each sentence I stopped it in order to understand and infer the meaning that
each phrase wanted to express. I asked them also if they understood all the vocabulary. At the beginning
nobody said something, so I started explaining what I thought about the song, but then, when some strange

vocabulary appeared, they started to ask and after I explained them the meaning of those words in English,
they started to speak about what they thought of the song. We listened to one more time the song and then
I showed them some pictures with some sentences in order to start encouraging students to speak about the
different advices they would give according to each situation. For each situation, I chose one or two
students to say the advice they had thought.
By the last activity, I explained the students that we would make a kind of radio programme in which
there would be two hosts who would have to receive different calls from people who need an advice. I
organized a package with various papers with different situations inside it, and 2 more papers that had
written HOST. When I started distributing the papers, I could see the students’ surprising faces about what
they had picked up. For the first round, there were 2 students that were the hosts of the radio programme.
It was difficult for them to start because they were very shy, and even when they had understood their
role, they couldn’t make it because they didn’t want. So, after some “calls” from the students, I had to
change the situations and the hosts. However, I couldn’t distribute again the papers because of the time, so
I chose two students to be the hosts, and because they had more willing to do the task, it was easier to start
practicing the way to ask for advice and the way to give one. All the students made their calls, and the
hosts invented a lot of funny and crazy advices. At the end of the class, the teacher Viviana let them
homework from the workbook.
The class finished at 12:00pm
CLASS DIARY
Lesson #3 - Level: 5 - Date: October 25th 2012
(Jessika Zuleta)
This was the eight session with this group.
I started as usual, at 11:15am. The idea for this class was to practice the passive voice with some historical
inventions in the world. For the activity, I was going to use the video beam, but for some troubles, I had to
continue the activity without the video beam. I organized the class in two groups, and I explained them
that I would ask them “when was invented...?” a certain object, or “by whom…?” Each group had to give
an answer, and then the correct answer or the closest to the real answer had a point. The historical
inventions that I used for the activity were: car, light bulb, television, dynamite, Nobel Prize, and others.
Students participated enthusiastically during the activity. Because they wanted a point, they share their
knowledge in the group and the answer that they gave was because they knew it. And they used the
correct use of language and good pronunciation.
Afterwards, I asked the students to make groups of 4 people. Once they were organized, I wrote on the
board some historical inventions, and each group had to choose one of them. The inventions were:
calculator, roller coaster, credit card, and rubik’s cube. These objects were chosen because of their careers
(architecture, engineers, administrators, and economics). When they chose the inventions, I explained
them that they had to make a poster about that invention in order to make a museum at the end of the
class. Also, I gave them a paper with information about the object they had chosen.
The groups started reading the information I gave them. They asked me about some vocabulary and when
I couldn’t answer they looked for it in a dictionary. Some of them, created a timeline, or just wrote some
main ideas about the inventions. Others invented new information about the objects. At the end, there
weren’t enough time to present each object with patience, neither with the initial idea of a museum, but
each group presented the object and the information on the billboard. The sentences used by the students
had a complete and correct grammar structure of the passive voice, which was the main topic to work on
the class.

The class finished at 12:05pm.
CLASS JOURNAL
Lesson #1 - Level: 5 - Date: October 18th 2012
(Hasblady Moreno)
ACTIVITY: “Giving advices”
In general terms, the main idea of this class was to introduce, work and practice with modal verbs “should
/ shouldn’t”. In order to do that the Ss worked on a listening exercise, they complete some exercises,
discuss the topic, received the teacher’s explanation and practice filling some exercises from the book.
First of all, the students worked with a listening script from the book, they listened a piece of listening in
order to complete the listening exercise from the same book. After that, there was developed a disscussion
about the topic, the students talk a little bit about how they give pieces of advice, and discussed the main
topic of the listening that was related with the use of should / shouldn’t to give advice. Then, the teacher
made an explanation about the use or these modals and their use and the students had to developed some
exercises. The second part of the class was destinated for me as practitioner to work with the same topic
so I developed a simulated activity to reinforce and practive this topic.
Briefly, the main idea of this class was to give the Ss the opportunity to use conditionals should and
shouldn’t thinking about good and bad ideas and to give advice. In order to do that, Ss received different
pieces of paper with some pieces of celebrity’s live information related to different and real health
problems. They had to work in pairs and they had to; first of all, read the information and commented,
discuss with their partners about each celebrity and his/her medical or psychological problem using the
second language, then they had to adopt the position of each celebrity in order to think about their
situation and to think about good and bad things those celebrities should or shouldn’t do related with their
life and also their partners had to adopt the position of the person who provide to them at least 5 different
pieces of advice to each case.
Carrying on with the activity, Ss had to tell and listen each other talking about what they think about each
celebrity and the pieces of advice they had given from their cases, without saying the name of the celebrity
they were talking about, and the partners had to guess which celebrity the other person was talking about
and comment also about the problem and another possible solutions. To accomplish with the simulation,
they had to perform taking into account the information given as if they really were involved in the
situation and if they had in their hands the possibility to give advice and to help those people immerse in
different real problems. Using real information about real and also famous people woke up the Ss interests
not only in the structure of the language but also, in the information given and they also looked for the
way to express what they think about those problems and what they considered good and bad in those
celebrity life’s, and they use those conditionals in a natural way thinking in the possibly to help another
people with their pieces of advice.
Additionally, the student’s behavior was different during the development of this activity because they
showed a positive and energetic attitude in front of the class; they spoke almost all the time, even when
some of them had more facilities in terms of their speaking abilities than others. Also, they were excited
and enthusiastic with the idea of being immerse in those real situations and if they did not know how to
say something they asked because they really wanted to express their thoughts talking about the topic
given. Accordingly, the class flowed naturally, students were not afraid to speak because their interest was
focused on the topic of conversation and not in the way they were going speak. This activity led them to
express themselves naturally and made the class more dynamic, motivating and productive.

CLASS JOURNAL
Lesson #2 - Level: 5 - Date: October 25th 2012
(Hasblady Moreno)
ACTIVITY: “What would you do if…”
Along this class, I developed with the Ss two different activities in order to allow them to use the second
conditional talking about imaginary situations. Talking about the first activity, I used a collage of
celebrities and items people might purchase if they won the lottery and also, I wrote the phrase, "If I won
the lottery...I would....”. After that I gave them my example thinking on that situation and I gave them my
sentences, then they started to look at the pictures, they imagined and simulate the situation to talked about
the things they would buy and do if they really won the lottery, they had to simulate that they had the
money and they had to perform in the same way they would do if they were in that situation using English
to express their ideas. As a result of the activity the Ss were very enthusiastic thinking about the idea of
buying mansions, having huge parties, helping another people, buying cars. They were discussing about
different brands of cars too, about different places to live in, about traveling etc. Most of them were
connected with the activity and even when they didn’t know how to say something they were really
motivated trying to speak, they asked to me or to their partners what they did not know how they could
say something. At the end the entire class, the students were dynamic and excited and they show their
selves motivated to continue with the class.
Related to the second activity, Ss had to work in pairs and I gave them a handout with different possible
real life situations, they had to take turns asking and answering questions using the situations described on
the handout using English to do it. Carrying on with the activity they had the change to use the second
conditional in order to talk about real situations. To continue, I assigned each pair of Ss a different
situation from the handout and the idea was that they keep their topic as a secret. Furthermore, Ss had to
imagine and discuss about each situation and also, they had to perform to the rest of the class imagining
and showing to their classmates what they would do if they were in that situation. Finally, each pair of Ss
presented their performance to the class in a simple and natural way, making mistakes of course but,
building real communication with their partners. The other students might guess which situation from the
handout their classmates were performing and the possible solution being presented. Throughout that part
of the class, the entire group was focus on the performances trying to discover which situations their
classmates were working with and they could use the language in a meaningful way because they could
catch the use of it in real situations and they could use their critical thinking looking for possible solutions
and behavior to each situation presented on the handout. So, Ss were really into the situations, they had to
think, to move, to talk, to ask, to answer and to performance simulating real situations they could be
involved in. Also, the rhythm of the class was fluid and all students participated and contributed positively
achieving a friendly atmosphere where everyone could speak more naturally and fluently than the classes I
observed before.

